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Installation & Startup of Flexware® Software 
 
Summary 
1. Operating system: Windows 2000, xp or Vista. 
2. Install Hasp software, HASPUsersetup.exe 
3. Connect Hasp key to the computer. 
4. Install Flexware® programs  

Flex Live®: 
5. Install Flex Live®. 
6. Start Flex Live® and open file. 
7. In Flex Live® Tools Menu, start Gas Flex® and setup your compressor in 

Preferences. 
8. Setup Excel® cell names for the compressor operating data. 
9. Setup Excel® to transfer the compressor process data to continuously update the 

cells. 
10. Setup DDE connections in Flex Live® to bring data from Excel®. 
11. Read help files, open example files and see examples in this reference for further 

guidance. Call Flexware technical services if you need further help. 
 

 
Caution 
Your Flexware® program may not install correctly if you are connected to a network or 
if programs are operating during installation attempts.   
 
Before Installing the Program 
Close any and all open programs.   
 
If you have an older version of the program you are going to install on your computer, 
remove it now.  Go to "Start", "Settings", "Control Panel", then "Add/Remove 
Programs".  Highlight the program you want to remove and then click the "Add/Remove" 
button and follow the directions.  Also, check the directory where the program was 
loaded and be sure the exe file was removed.  If not, delete (or rename) the file before 
loading the new program.  Windows may not write over the old program. Also, check 
(search) for the following dll files and delete them (FlexLive.dll, FlexwareHL.dll and 
GFNT.dll) before loading the new software.  These files are located in the 
“Windows\system32” folder. 
 
Installing Your Hasp (Key) 
First install the Hasp drivers (software), HASPUsersetup.exe.   
 
To install the HASP drivers on your computer, simply run the “Install HASP Drivers” 
option from the CD menu and follow the on-screen instructions. 
 
Now you can connect the Hasp key that is provided with the program you purchased to 
the USB port of your computer.  Each program may require a separate key.  Check the 
tag on the Hasp key.  If you have Flex Suite or Flex Live, a single key is all you need for 
all the programs provided on the disk.  Heat Flex®, Laby Flex® and Flow Flex® do not 
require a key.  The software will NOT install correctly unless the appropriate Hasp key is 
connected to your computer. 
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If you have any difficulty with the HASP key, please try the following: 
 

1) Remove the HASP key from the USB port. 
2) Uninstall the HASP HL drivers from Control Panel | Add/Remove Programs 
3) Reboot the computer 
4) Reinstall the HASP driver from this CD. 
5) Reinsert the HASP into an available USB port. 

 
Software Installation 
Insert the program CD into the appropriate drive.  Select the product installation from the 
CD menu and follow the on-screen instructions 
 
The software will NOT install correctly if the appropriate Hasp key is not connected to 
your computer. 
 
If you have purchased one or more of the non-expiring individual Flexware® programs,  
just install the program(s) that you have a Hasp key for even though all programs are 
provided on the CD.  Each program may require a separate Hasp key and may not install 
or operate unless the specific key is connected to your computer port.  Heat Flex®, Laby 
Flex® and Flow Flex® are exceptions to this and do not require keys. 

 
Flex Live® Startup 
To start Flex Live®, go to the “Start” menu at the bottom left of the screen, then click on 
“All Programs”.  Now look for “Flexware®”, then “Flex Live®”.  Click on this and the 
program will start.  Go to “File” and start a new file to save your work to.  You may want 
to name this the same as a compressor you are working on.  Now go to the Tools Menu 
and open Gas Flex®.  Go to “File” then “Properties” (see page 13) and set up the 
compressor you are working with.  Once you are done here, go back to Flex Live® and 
click on “Compressors”, then “Add” then add the compressor you just set up on Gas 
Flex®.   
 
Now click on “Compressors”, then click on the compressor you just added to the system 
to be monitored, then click on “Setup”.  This takes you to the window for setting up the 
DDE connections to communicate with Excel.  Be sure the tag names in Flex Live® 
agree exactly with the tag names in the Excel file you are bringing the data from.   
 
Note: the compressor operating data in the Excel cells must be continuously updated 
from your plant data collection/records system in order for this program to function 
properly.   
 
To help get started and understand the function of the program two examples have been 
included, “Sidestream” and “Straight Through” (“Sample Files” folder).  Open these files 
in Flex Live® Gas Flex® and Excel.  Read the help files (use the start menu) for further 
information or call Flexware® Technical Services for further assistance.   
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CompAero & TurbAero 
Install the CompAero centrifugal and axial-flow compressor aerodynamic design and 
analysis system and the TurbAero axial-flow and radial-inflow turbine aerodynamic 
design and analysis system. Follow the on-screen instructions. 
 
After installation, the user guides in this manual.  For efficient operation, all program 
executable and support files should be left together in the respective program directories. 
 
For convenience, make Windows shortcuts to CompAero.exe and TurbAero.exe and drag 
them onto your desktop.  These are menu programs that simplify running the other 
programs and navigating among them when in the design and analysis mode for the two 
systems.  They provide several startup and taskbar options, with on-line help to assist in 
selecting the options you prefer. 
 
A subdirectory called Samples will be installed for both systems.  They contain some 
sample problem input files to help get you started. 
 
Help 
You can contact Flexware® at:  techserv@flexwareinc.com, sales@flexwareinc.com, 
Phone (1) 724-527-3911, Fax (1) 724-527-5701. 

mailto:sales@flexwareinc.
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 Flexware, Inc. 
Software Customer License Agreement 

 
1) LICENSE. Subject to the provisions herein, Flexware, Inc. (“LICENSOR’) hereby grants Customer a nonexclusive and 
non-transferable license to use internally within Customer’s organization the software, related documentation and upkeep 
for the such software ordered by Customer from LICENSOR (collectively referred to herein as “the Software”).   
 
2) OWNERSHIP; RESTRICTIONS ON USE AND TRANSFER.  All rights in the Software are held by LICENSOR or its 
licensors.  CUSTOMER MAY NOT USE, COPY, MODIFY, OR TRANSFER THE SOFTWARE IN WHOLE OR IN PART, 
EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED FOR HEREIN.  The Software may be used by no more than the number of 
concurrent users licensed on the Order form.  Customer shall not lease, sublease, rent or otherwise distribute the 
Software to others outside Customer’s organization.  Customer shall not attempt to create, generate, reverse engineer or 
compile any source code or source code version of the Software or portion thereof, nor shall Customer aid or permit 
others to do so. 
 
3) NO WARRANTY OF PERFORMANCE.  PROPER USE OF THE SOFTWARE REQUIRES A THOUOUGH 
UNDERSTANDING OF ENGINEERING CONCEPTS AND APPLICATIONS AND PROPER ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
OBTAINED BY USE OF THE SOFTWARE.  LICENSOR DOES NOT AND CANNOT WARRANT THE PERFORMANCE 
OR RESULTS THAT MAY BE OBTAINED BY USING THE SOFTWARE.  ALSO, LICENSOR DOES NOT AND CANNOT 
WARRENT, GUARANTEE, OR MAKE ANY REPRESENTATION REGARDING THE USE OF, OR THE RESULT OF THE 
USE OF, THE PROGRAM IN TERMS OF CORRECTNESS, ACCURACY, RELIABILITY, CURRENTNESS, OR 
OTHERWISE, AND CUSTOMER RELIES ON THE PROGRAM AND RESULTS AT ITS OWN RISK.  THE SOFTWARE IS 
LICENSED “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY AS TO ITS PERFORMANCE, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE. 
 
4) LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  NEITHER LICENSOR NOR ANYONE ELSE WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED IN THE 
CREATION, PRODUCTION, DELIVERY, TRAINING, OR SUPPORT OF THE SOFTWARE SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY 
DIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, OR TORT DAMAGES,INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITING TO, ANY DAMAGES RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, LOSS OF DATA, LOSS OF PROFITS, OR LOSS OF 
BUSINESS ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE.  IN THE EVENT THAT LIABILITY IS 
NEVERTHELESS IMPOSED ON LICENSOR, LICENSOR’S LIABILITY SHALL NOT EXCEED THE ONE-TIME CHARGE 
PAID FOR, OR ANY CHARGES THAT WOULD BE DUE FOR, TWELVE MONTHS USE OF THE SOFTWARE.  IT IS 
AGREED THAT ANY AND ALL CLAIMS BASED UPON THE SOFTWARE MUST BE BROUGHT WITHIN ONE YEAR OF 
THE DATE OF PURCHASE.   
 
5) LIMITED WARRANTY FOR DISKS & HARDLOCKS.  LICENSOR warrants the disk on which the Software is recorded 
and hardlock(s)  to be free from defects in material and workmanship in the manufacture of the disk under normal use and 
service for a period of sixty days from the date the Software is received.  If, during this sixty day period, a physical defect 
in the disk(s) or hardlock(s) should become apparent, the disk(s) and hardlock(s) may be returned to LICENSOR, and 
LICENSOR will replace the disk(s) and hardlock(s) without charge to the Customer.  Customer’s sole and exclusive 
remedy in the event of physical defect in the disk(s) and hardlock(s) is expressly limited to replacement of the disk(s) and 
hardlock(s) as provided above. 
 
If after sixty (60) days and during the first year after the date of receipt of the Software, a physical defect in the disk(s) and 
hardlock(s) should become apparent, the disk(s) and hardlock(s) may be returned to LICENSOR accompanied by 
payment of Licensor’s then current replacement fee and LICENSOR will replace the disk(s) and hardlock(s). 
 
6) COPYRIGHT.  The program and its related documentation are copyrighted.  You may not copy the program or its 
documentation except for backup purposes and to load the program into the computer as part of executing the program.  
All other copies of the program and its documentation are in violation of this agreement.  For network agreements, the 
software may be loaded on multiple PCs connected to a network server. 
 
7) TERM.  This license is effective until terminated.  It will terminate if Customer fails to comply with any term or condition 
of this Agreement.  Customer is obligated upon termination to return the Software to Licensor, together with any copies, 
modifications, and merged portions in any form. 
 
8) ENTIRE AGREEMENT.  This Agreement constitutes the entire Agreement of the parties hereto with respect to its 
subject matter and may be amended or modified only by a writing signed by duly authorized officers of both parties. 
 
9) GOVERNING LAW.  This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 
 
10) ASSIGNMENT.  This Agreement shall not be assigned or transferred by Customer without the prior written consent of 
LICENSOR. 
 
11) REVISIONS AND UPDATES.  This Agreement applies to future revisions and updates sent on approval. 
 
12) QUESTIONS.  Should you have any questions regarding this agreement or for any reason, contact Flexware, Inc. at: 
PO Box 110, Grapeville, PA 15634, U. S. A., Phone: 1-724-527-3911, Fax  1-724-527-5701, email: 
sales@flexwareinc.com 
 

mailto:sales@flexwareinc.com
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Getting Started 
 
To start Gas Flex®, open Flex Live® (Flexware® Live Analysis).   

 

 
 

In the Flex Live® main menu, click on “Tools” and then click on “Gas Flex®. 
 
 

 
 
Then, in the Gas Flex® main menu, click on “File” then Click on “New” to start a new file, or 
click on “Open” and open an existing file.  For an example, open “Straight Through.gfe” which 
can be found in the Flexware® folder. 
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Properties 
 
Once you have started a new file or open an existing file, you can click on Properties and set up 
the details of the compressor you are working on. 
 

 
 
Under the general tab select the type of compressor.  If you have a multi-section sidestream 
compressor, click the “Add” button until the proper number of sections are indicated.  Note if the 
flow at the nozzle is in or out. 
 
 
Gas Mixture 

 
Next go to the Gas composition tab and fill in the gas analysis. 
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To work with a new gas mixture, click on “Add Gas” and type in a gas file name (page 34) and 
strike the tab key and enter the mole fraction.  To modify an existing gas mixture, simple type 
over the information in the data box.   
 
If you will be working on a multi-section compressor, enter a separate gas analysis for each 
section.   
 

 
 
If you will be working with Flex Live™ or if you have a sideload compressor, you will need to 
enter the performance curve data.  Click on the “Performance Curves” tab and enter the head, 
flow and efficiency for each section.   
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Impeller diameters are required if you are using Flex Live™ and want coefficient curves.  Enter 
impeller diameters for each section under the “Stages” tab. 
 
Gas Flex® Calculations 
 

 
 

From the “Tools” menu, first click on “Input Units” and “Reporting Units” and select the units 
you want to work with.   
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You can select English, SI or Tech Metric units or any combination.  Once you have set the 
desired units, click on OK.  Units can also be changed as data is entered. 
 
Gas Properties 

 

 
 
“State Point Calculation” will calculate pertinent data for the gas analysis you entered in the 
“Properties” section.  Click on “Tools” then “State Point Calculation”. 
 
Saturation Temperature and Saturation Pressure are also available. 
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Compressor Test 

 

 
 

For a single section compressor, click on “Straight Through Compressor Test” in the “Tools” 
menu, then fill in the data for the inlet.  Click on the section pull down arrow and then fill in the 
data for the discharge section also. 
 

 
 
When you have all the data entered properly, click on the “Show Report” button and the 
compressor performance values will be calculated and can be printed if desired. 
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Compressor Estimation 

 
If you wish to calculate compressor head, power, and other information regarding compressor 
estimation data for a know application, use the “Compressor Estimation” calculation. 
 

 

 
 

 
Input the requested information, then click on “Show Report” button.  Gas Flex® calculates 
volume flow rates, head, power and minimum nozzle sizes along with other information.  Click 
on “Print” if you desire to print out the results and save the input data.   
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Calculate the discharge pressure when the compressor head is known.  Click the “Head” button 
and enter compressor head.  Click “Show Report” and Gas Flex® will calculate the discharge 
pressure. 
 
 

 
 
 

Sideload Refrigeration Compressors 
 
For sideload compressors, first be sure to fill out the “Performance Curves” for each section in 
the “Properties” section.  Also, each section requires a separate gas analysis.  Each gas analysis 
for each section can be different. 
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For analysis of an operating compressor, click on “Compressor Test” then choose the type of 
analysis you wish to do.  To do a sectional analysis, you will need the sectional curve data 
installed on the “Properties” section.  If the curves are not available, select the “Overall 
Analysis”. 
 
If you are roughing out a new compressor or want to look at new conditions, click on 
“Compressor Estimation” and Gas Flex® will calculate sectional head and power. 
 
 

 
 
 
Fill in the data section by section by clicking on the Section pull down arrow.  Then click on 
“Summary Report” or “Detailed Report”.  The detailed report includes the gas analysis for each 
section.  Gas Flex® will calculate sectional power, head and flow rates along with other 
pertinent information.   
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Reports 
 
Copy and paste Gas Flex® reports from Gas Flex® to Microsoft Word or other application.  
Simply click the Copy icon in the Gas Flex® report header menu and then go to your favorite 
application and paste the entire report. 
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Flex Live® 
 
Flex Live® will process data live via a DDE connection to an Excel spreadsheet.   
 

 
 
Setup an Excel spreadsheet as shown above (open Sidestream.xls, in the Flexware® directory) 
and update the data from your data collected via your plant data system.  You may need 
assistance from your computer group to do this.   
 
Once you have the Excel spreadsheet working, accepting live data, start Flex Live® (Flexware® 
Live Analysis). 
 

 
 
You can start a new file by clicking on “New” in the “File” menu or open an existing file by 
clicking on “Open”. 
 
For example, open Sidestream.FLA.  You can find this file in the Flexware® directory. 
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This is an example of a three section sidestream compressor.  The black lines are the curves for 
the base design speed, while the red (grey) lines are corrected to the actual operating speed. 
 
If you wish to add another compressor to monitor, click on “Add”.  A window will open asking 
for the location of the appropriate Gas Flex® file.  In this case Sidestream.gdb.  For 
organizational purposes, it is best to keep the Flex Live™ files (Sidestream.FLA) and the Gas 
Flex® files (Sidestream.gdb) names the same for a given compressor.   
 
To setup the data link between the Excel file and Flex Live™, click on the compressor name in 
the “Compressors” menu (DF Freon), then click on “Setup”. 
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In the setup window, set the location (path) of the Excel file you are linking to and set the tag 
names for each Excel cell (inlet pressure is set for “InletP”). 
 
You can export data back to the Excel file.  Click on the “Data Export” tab and set this up if you 
wish to do so. 
 
 

 
 
Import data from a spreadsheet for review.  Detailed directions can be found in the Gas Flex® 
help files. 

 
Flex Live™ Charts 
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Flex Live™ will present the compressor data in tabular form, speed compensated head, work and 
efficiency vs inlet flow charts, coefficient charts and historical data charts. 
 

 
 
In order to manage all the charts and screens to view, the charts are organized and saved in 
various “Work Spaces”.  You can view different workspaces by clicking on the name in the 
“Work Space” menu.  You can add a new work space by clicking on “Add”. 
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You can add a chart or compressor monitor to a work space by clicking on the “Views/Charts” 
menu and selecting the available chart you wish to view.  Position and arrange the chart(s) and 
go to the main menu “File” and save the arrangement.  Then anytime you open the workspace, 
the arrangement will be as you saved it. 
 

 
 
For the time series historical data chart, click on “Graph Properties” in the Compressor Setup 
window (page 23) and select the items you wish to view by clicking next to the item of interest.   
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The time series chart will display the various items selected (see above).  Use the arrow keys, 
Home & End, to maneuver the chart.  When doing so, the values at the curser will show up on 
the legend.  The up and down arrows will expand or contract the x axis.  Control the location of 
the legend by clicking on “Views/Charts” and “Properties”.  Copy and paste charts by clicking 
on “Copy to Clipboard”.  Then past into Microsoft Word. 
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The speed compensated head, work & efficiency chart will display the operating performance 
data referenced to the original reference data input in the setup function (black lines) and the 
same line adjusted for the actual operating speed (red/grey line).  This way you can see the 
original design curve along with the expected values for the present operating speed. 
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Gas Flex ® Calculation Procedures 
 
Gas Flex® has been created by Flexware® to enable the user to do various calculations 
involving hydrocarbon and other gas mixtures.  Gas properties are calculated based on the 
modified Benedict-Webb-Ruben equations of state. 
 
Given a pressure and temperature, Gas Flex® will calculate state points, estimate saturation 
points estimate compressor performance, and analyze compressor field performance.  The 
program accurately calculates enthalpies and entropies for Mollier type compressor calculations. 
 
Units 
 
The user may select various units for input and out put data.  Gas Flex® converts the input data 
to English units to do the calculations, then converts the results back to the user selected units for 
out put. 
 
Inlet Flow 
 
These values are available as known flow rates for the compressor and used in the input data. 
 

    ICFM Cubic Feet per Minute, at Inlet Conditions 
SCFM Standard Cubic Feet per Minute (14.7 psia, 60° F, Dry) 
MMSCFD Million Standard Cubic Feet per Day (14.7 psia, 60° F, Dry) 
m3/h Cubic Meters per Hour 
dm3/s Cubic Decimeters per Second 
Nm3/h Normal Cubic Meters per Hour  

(1.013 bar a, 0°C, Dry) (1.033 kg/cm2, 0°C, Dry) 
lb/min Pounds Mass per Minute 
lb/hr Pounds Mass per Hour 
kg/min Kilograms per Minute 
kg/h Kilograms per Hour 

 
 
Inlet Volume Flow 
 
These values are used in the output information. 
 
ft3/min Cubic Feet per Minute 
m3/h Cubic Meters per Hour 
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Mass Flow 
 
lb/min Pounds per Minute 
lb/hr Pounds per Hour 
kg/min Kilograms per Minute 
kg/h Kilograms per Hour 
 
Pressure 
 
psia Pounds per Square Inch Absolute 
bar a Bar Absolute 
kg/cm2 a Kilograms per Centimeter Squared Absolute 
kPa a Kilopascals Absolute 
Mpa a Megapascals Absolute 
 
Temperature 
 
°F Degrees Fahrenheit 
°R Degrees Rankine 
°C Degrees Celsius 
°K Degrees Kelvin 
 
Enthalpy 
 
Btu/lb Btu per Pound 
kJ/kg Kilojoule per Kilogram 
kcal/kg Kilocalorie per Kilogram
 
 
Entropy 
 
Btu/(lb-°R) Btu per Pound-Degree Rankine 
kJ/(kg-K) Kilojoule per Kilogram-Degree Kelvin 
kcal/(kg-K) Kilocalorie per Kilogram-Degree Kelvin 
 
 
Specific Heat 
 
Btu/(mol-°R) Btu per Pound-mol-Degree Rankine 
kJ/(kmol-K) Kilojoule per Kilogram-mol-Degree Kelvin 
kcal/(mol-K) Kilocalorie per gram-mol-Degree Kelvin 
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Velocity 
 
ft/sec Feet per Second 
m/s Meters per Second 
 
Specific Volume 
 
ft3/lb Cubic Feet per Pound 
m3/kg Cubic Meters per Kilogram 
 
Dynamic Viscosity 
 
lb/(ft-sec) Pounds per Foot-Second 
mPa-s MilliPascal-Seconds 
centipoise Centipoise 
 
Compressor Head 
 
(ft-lbf)/lbm Foot-Pounds force per Pound mass 
(N-m)/kg Newton-Meters per Kilogram 
(kgf-m)/kgm Kilogram force-Meters per Kilogram mass 
 
Power 
 
HP Horsepower 
kW Kilowatts 
 
 
Gas Properties 
 
Thermodynamic State Equations 
 
Thermodynamic state equations are developed from experimental data or derived from kinetic 
theory or statistical mechanics.  The thermal equation of state relates state variables, usually, 
temperature, T, pressure, P, and density, ρ.  The caloric equation of state relates the energy 
content of the fluid to state variables, usually in terms of specific internal energy, e, or specific 
enthalpy, h. 
 
Thermally Perfect Gas 
 
The most commonly used thermal equation of state is the perfect gas equation, P = ρRT.  Its 
limitations for real fluids is best realized by the fact that all gases can be liquefied.  The highest 
temperature at which liquid and vapor can coexist defines the critical point for the fluid.  From 
observed critical point properties (Tc, Pc, ρc), it is known that all gases are far from thermally 
perfect at this point.  Use of the thermally perfect gas model should be limited to temperatures 
much higher than Tc  and pressures much less than pc to insure reasonable accuracy.  Basic 
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thermodynamics shows that the energy content of a thermally perfect fluid is a function of 
temperature only, i.e., h0 =h0(T).  (For real gas models, the superscript, 0, is used to designate 
parameters for thermally perfect gases).   
 
Real Gases 
 
The general form of the thermal equation of state for real gases is  where the gas 
compressibility factor, Z may be obtained from established data or from an appropriate real gas 
equation of state.   

ZRTPv =

 
A highly accurate real gas model is the eight-parameter Benedict-Webb-Rubin (BWR) equation. 
 
For real gases, h is a function of pressure as well as temperature.  The effects of pressure are 
expressed as differences with respect to the perfect gas state (h0) and referred to as departure 
functions.   
 
By combining the coefficients based on the gas mixture, gas mixture coefficients are established 
and used in the various equations to determine the gas mixture properties.  
 
 
K Values 
 
Gas Flex® calculates three different K values.  They are equal for ideal gases, however the 
values will diverge for real gases. 
 

• The first K value is the ratio of specific heats (cp/cv).  This value varies only as a function 
of temperature.  There is no pressure correction. 

• The second K value is the Isentropic Temperature Exponent.  K is calculated by the 

expression 
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• The third K value is the Isentropic Volume Exponent.  K is calculated by the expression 
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1 .  Where v is the specific volume calculated by the expression v=ZRT.  Gas 

Flex® uses this value for sonic velocity calculations. 
 
 
Sonic Velocity 
 
     KZgRTa =0  
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Specific Heat 
 
The specific heat is calculated by using curve fit coefficients: 
 

5432 FTETDTCTBTAcp +++++=  
 
where A, B, C, D, E & F are constants for the gas or gas mixture. 
 
Specific Volume  
 
Specific volume (v = 1/ρ) is determined by the Benedict-Webb-Rubin (BWR) equation of state.   
 

( ) ( ) ( ) 22
2

3
6322

000 1 γργρραρρρρ −+++−+−−+= e
T
caabRTT/CARTBRTp  

 
where:  p = pressure, ρ = density (1/v), R = R0/MW,  R is the gas constant for the specific fluid, 
R0 is the universal gas constant, 1545.32, T = absolute temperature, A0, B0, C0, a, b, c, α, γ are 
constants for the specific gas or gas mixture. 
 
 
Limitations: 
 
• Gas Flex® is not designed for accuracy at or near the saturation point.  Calculated saturation 

temperatures may be several degrees different than actual values. 
 
 
Gas Properties References:  
 
• Fluid Thermodynamic Properties for Light Petroleum Systems by Kenneth E. Starling, Gulf 

Publishing, 1973. 
 
• Phase Equilibria in Chemical Engineering by Stanley M. Walas, Butterworth Publishers. 
 
• An Empirical Equation for Thermodynamic Properties of Light Hydrocarbons and Their 

Mixtures  by Mason Benedict, George B. Webb, and Louis C. Rubin, Chemical Engineering 
Progress, August 1951. 

 
• BWR Constants and New Correlations by Herbert W. Cooper and Jack C. Goldfrank, 

Hydrocarbon Processing, December 1967. 
 
• BWR Applied to NG/SNG Needs P. R. Bishnoi, R. D. Miranda, and D. B. Robinson, 

Hydrocarbon Processing, November 1974. 
 
• The Properties of Gases and Liquids by Robert C. Reid, John M. Prausnitz, and Thomas K. 

Sherwood, McGraw-Hill Book Company. 
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• Centrifugal Compressors: a Strategy for Aerodynamic Design and Analysis, ASME Press, 

New York, 2000 
 
 
Compressor Calculations 
 
Head 
 
The Mallen-Saville method is used for calculating compressor head. 
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Efficiency 
 
For a single section compressor: 
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For a sideload compressor (overall efficiency): 
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Power 
 
For a single section compressor: 
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Power 
 
For a sideload compressor  
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Labyrinth Seal Leakage 
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•

 
 
where: 
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2
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−
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D is the seal diameter, α is the seal radial clearance in inches, Cr is 0.67 for most seals, Cc is a 
function of clearance and tooth pitch, P1 is the pressure before the seal in psia, P2 is the pressure 
after the seal, T1 is the temperature before the seal, ˚R, and N the number of throttling points. 
 
Compressor Calculation Reference: 
 
Compressor Performance: Aerodynamics for the User, by MT Gresh, Butterworth-Heinemann, 
2000 
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Gas Data 
 
Gas Code Gas Name  Mol Wt Formula 
H2  Hydrogen  2.02  H2 
HE  Helium   4.00  He 
CH4  Methane   16.04  CH4 
NH3  Ammonia  17.03  NH3 
H2O  Water   18.02  H2O 
C2H2  Acetylene  26.04  C2H2 
CO  Carbon monoxide 28.01  CO 
N2  Nitrogen   28.01  N2 
C2H4  Ethylene   28.04  C2H4 
AIR  Air   28.96  N2 + O2 
NO  Nitric oxide  30.01  NO 
C2H6  Ethane   30.07  C2H6 
O2  Oxygen   32.00  O2 
MALC  Methyl alcohol  32.04  CH4O 
H2S  Hydrogen sulfide  34.08  H2S 
HCL  Hydrogen chloride 36.46  HCL 
A  Argon   39.95  A 
PRPD  Propadiene  40.07  CH2:C:CH2 
PRPY  Propyne   40.70  CH3C:CH 
ANTL  Acetonitrile  41.05  C2H3N 
C3H6  Propylene  42.08  C3H6 
CO2  Carbon dioxide  44.01  CO2 
N2O  Nitrous oxide  44.01  N2O 
ETHX  Ethylene oxide  44.05  CH2:CH2:O 
C3H8  Propane   44.08  C3H8 
NO2  Nitrogen peroxide 46.01  NO2 
EALC  Ethyl alcohol  46.07  C2H6O 
MELC  Methyl chloride  50.49  CH3CL 
12BU  1, 2 Butadiene  54.09  C4H6 
C4H6  1, 3 Butadiene  54.09  C4H6 
1BYN  1 Butyne  54.09  CH:CCH2:CH3 
2BYN  2 Butyne  54.09  CH3C:CCH3 
1BUE  1 Butene  56.11  C4H8 
C2BN  cis 2 Butene  56.11  C4H8 
T2BN  trans 2 Butene  56.11  C4H8 
IBTE  i Butene   56.11  C4H8 
ACE  Acetone   58.08  C3H6O 
BUTA  n Butane  58.12  C4H10 
IBUT  i Butane   58.12  C4H10 
VCL  Vinyl chloride  62.50  C2H3CL 
SO2  Sulfur dioxide  64.06  SO2 
R152  Refrigerant 152a  66.05  C2H4F2 
IPRE  Isoprene   68.12  C5H8 
14PD  1, 4 Pentadiene  68.12  C5H8 
R23  Refrigerant 23  70.02  CHF3 
CYP  Cyclopentane  70.14  C5H10 
1PNE  1 Pentene  70.14  C5H10 
2M1B  2 Methyl 1 Butene 70.14  C5H10 
3M1B  3 Methyl 1 Butene 70.14  C5H10
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Gas Data (cont.) 
 
Gas Code Gas Name  Mol Wt Formula 
CL2  Chlorine   70.91  CL2 
MEK  Methyl ethyl ketone 72.10  CH3COC2H5 
PENT  n Pentane  72.15  C5H12 
IPEN  i Pentane  72.15  C5H12 
NPEN  neo Pentane  72.15  C5H12 
C6H6  Benzene   78.11  C6H6 
MCYP  Methyl cyclopentane 84.16  C6H12 
CYH  Cyclohexane  84.16  C6H12 
MNCL  Methylene chloride 84.90  CH2CL2 
HEXA  n Hexane  86.18  C6H14 
2MP  2 Methyl pentane  86.18  C6H14 
3MP  3 Methyl pentane  86.18  C6H14 
NHEX  neo Hexane  86.18  C6H14 
23DB  2, 3 Dimethyl butane 86.18  C6H14 
R22  Refrigerant 22  86.47  CHF2CL 
C7H8  Toluene   92.14  C7H8 
MCYH  Methyl cyclohexane 98.19  C7H14 
R500  Refrigerant 500  99.31  R12 + R152a 
HEPT  n Heptane  100.21  C7H16 
2MH  2 Methyl hexane  100.21  C7H16 
3MH  3 Methyl hexane  100.21  C7H16 
3EP  3 Ethyl pentane  100.21  C7H16 
22DP  2, 2 Dimethyl pentane 100.21  C7H16 
24DP  2, 4 Dimethyl pentane 100.21  C7H16 
33DP  3, 3 Dimethyl pentane 100.21  C7H16 
TRIP  Tripane   100.21  C7H16 
R134  Refrigerant 134a  102.31  C2H2F4 
STYR  Styrene   104.15  C8H8 
EBEN  Ethyl benzene  106.17  C8H10 
OXYL  o Xylene  106.17  C8H10 
MXYL  m Xylene  106.17  C8H10 
PXYL  p Xylene  106.17  C8H10 
OCTA  n Octane  114.23  C8H18 
DIB  Diisobutyl  114.23  C8H18 
IOCT  i Octane   114.23  C8H18 
IPRB  Isopropyl benzene 120.20  C8H24 
R12  Refrigerant 12  120.91  CF2CL2 
23DI  2, 3 Dichlorobutane 127.01  C4H8CL2 
NONA  n Nonane  128.26  C9H20 
R11  Refrigerant 11  137.31  CFCL3 
DECA  n Decane  142.26  C10H22 
BINN  Diphenyl  154.21  C6H5C6H5 
UNDE  Undecane  156.31  C11H24 
R114  Refrigerant 114  170.94  C2CL2F4 
R113  Refrigerant 113  187.39  CH3CL3 
R318  Refrigerant 318  200.03  C4F 
 
 
Can’t find the gas you need?  Contact us and we can add the gas you need to the listing. 
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Field Data Analysis 
 
If you do not have access to the Live Analysis function, you can manually plot the compressor 
performance data. 
 
To help understand the field data you collect from your equipment, it is best to plot the data 
against the manufacturers predicted performance curves.  If you do not have a Gas Flex® Excel 
worksheet, you can obtain it from the software CD or download it from the Flexware® web page 
at:  
 
 http://www.flexwareinc.com 
 
With this spreadsheet, you can plot data as shown attached.  Select a speed line from the 
manufacturers curves close to the speed you normally operate and following the instructions, 
input 5 points into the spread sheet.  Input impeller diameters if you want to plot coefficient 
curves.  Then input the data from Gas Flex® output for the data you collected.  The data will be 
fan law corrected for any speed for comparison to the speed line you selected from the 
manufacturers curve. 
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   Gas Flex Excel Worksheet  
      
 Values from Manufacturer's Predicted Perfromance Curves  
      
Instructions:   A) Insert 5 data points (type over underlined values) from the compressor head   
 and efficiency curves. Note that point # 3 is the design point. Use the curves for design speed. 
As in example, Point #1 is the lowest flow while point #5 is the highest.  Enter values in order of 
increasing flow rate.     
      
 Flow Rated Efficiency Rated Head Rated Work 
Point #1 610 72.0 72625 100868 
Point #2 700 73.5 72340 98489 
Point #3 817 74.7 69867 93530 
Point #4 950 73.8 63750 86382 
Point #5 1040 70.8 57500 81215 
  
     
      
 B)  Insert the value for the Design Speed: 13533   
            
C) Insert the impeller diameter(s), inches    
      
Impeller #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 

11.29 11.29 11.29 11.29 11.29 11.29 
      

      
      
      
   Test Data Values from Gas Flex Printout  
      
 D) Insert (Type over underlined values) test data values below  
  
 E) To print curve (chart), reset X and Y axis by clicking on the curve then on the individual axis and 
 
 
      then on Scale to reset the values.  Reposition the Legend as necessary by clicking on it and  
      dragging it.  Once you have reset the various elements to the appropriate settings for your data, 
      click on the chart and then print.    
      
 Test Flow Test Efficiency Test Head Test Speed 
  
Test Point #1 820 73.7 50000 11938 
Test Point #2 0 69.6 3122 3962 
Test Point #3 0 68.7 3205 3750 
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Air Flex® 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

for 
 

Windows 2000, xp & Vista 
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When you start the program the main screen above appears.  The following will step you through a sample 
calculation using saved data. 
 
 
 

 
 
Once the main screen is displayed, click on Units to set up the units you want to work in. 
 
 

 
 
Units may be selected as noted above in English, SI, Tech Metric, or any combination by clicking on custom.  The 
above screen uses English, then custom was selected to change inlet flow to SCFM.  Click on OK. 
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Once your preferred units are selected, click on File and the main menu reappears. Click on Open Database. 
 
 

 
 
 
With the Flexware CD installed, look for the Sample3.ADF file under the Data/Air Flex directory in the Flexware 
CD.  Once you find the file, highlight it and Click on Open and the following screen will appear. 
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This is the setup screen where you will define the air compressor arrangement and flow measurement system.  Note 
you can have up to five separate sections and measure the flow at any location.  You can input the flow rate if 
known (Flow units) or measure the flow by inputing the various data for an orifice, venturi or annubar flow meter. 
 
 

 
 
 
Click on OK and the flow meter setup screen will come up.  Select the pipe size, probe width and flow meter 
constant (obtain from flow meter manufacturer or from the appropriate reference book).  Then click on OK. 
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Once you have the setup configuration complete, click on Calculate, then click on Field Test. 
 
 

 
 
 
The above screen is the input data required for a three-section air compressor with an annubar flow meter located at 
the discharge pipe.  Once data is correctly input, click on calculate. 
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Sectional and overall head, power and efficiency are calculated and displayed.  Click on Print to print out data.  
Further information is included in the printed data such as water knock out between stages. 
 
Then click on Save if you wish to save the input data for later use.   
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for 
 

Windows 9x, 2000, NT & XP 
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Getting Started 

 
 

 
 
 

To start, first click on File.  Next click on Units, then select the units with which you wish to 
work with from the displayed menu.  
 
 

 
 
 
You can select English, SI or Tech Metric units or any combination by clicking on Custom.  
Once you have set the desired units, click on OK. 
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System Data 
 
 

 
 
 

Type in the system data then click on Calculate then Next. 
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Define the number and type of heaters and click on calculate. 
 

 
 
 

Click on View to list the system arrangement. 
 
 

 
 
Click on Calculate.  Feed water temperature and heater pressures are adjustable. 
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Make your selections then click on Calculate then Next. 
 
 

 
 
 

Indicate where makeup  water is added then click on Calculate then Next. 
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Click on Calculate and the system details are listed.  Click on Print to print out the results or 
close to change input data. 

 
 

 
 
 

You can go back and change the input data or start a new design point. 
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Steam Flex® 
 
 
 
 
 
 

for 
 

Windows 2000, xp & Vista 
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When Steam Flex is started, the main window will appear as shown above.  Click on File, then 
Units to set up the units you prefer to work in. 
 
 

 
 
 
Units may be selected as noted above in English, SI, Tech Metric, or any combination by 
clicking on custom.  The above screen uses English, and then custom was selected to change the 
theoretical steam rate to Lb/HP/hr.  Click on OK. 
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Once you have selected your preferred units, Click on Calculate to activate the Calculate menu.  
Click on State Point to determine Steam properties at various conditions. 
 
 

 
 
 
Select Temperature, Enthalpy, Entropy, or Moisture as the input data using the buttons on the 
left, and then enter the conditions.  Use the tab key to highlight the Calculate button or use the 
mouse to click on Calculate and the various parameters will be displayed.  Click on print to 
obtain a hard copy of the information. 
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From the main menu, click on Calculate, then TSR. 
 
 

 
 

 
The above screen will appear.  Select input data with the buttons on the left, input the data in the 
data boxes then click on Calculate.  The theoretical steam rate along with other pertinent data is 
displayed.  Click on print for a hard copy. 
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Turbine selection information can be determined by selecting the input conditions on the left 
then enter information in the data boxes.  Click on Calculate and information as shown above is 
displayed.  Click on Print for a hard copy of the information.  To determine details of the turbine 
staging required for these conditions, click on Staging. 
 

 
 
Select the type of staging, base diameter and number of stage rows, then click on Details. 
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Details of the turbine selection are displayed.  Click on print for a hard copy. 
 
 

 
 
A procedure is available for extraction turbines also. 
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For field testing of back pressure steam turbines, all you need is to enter the data shown above.  
Data can be saved to a file for later use. 
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Unless exhaust enthalpy can be determined by other means, field testing a condensing turbine 
requires power as an input value.  This value is usually available from the driven equipment. 
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Flow Flex® 
 
 
 

for 
 

Windows 2000, xp & Vista 
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Flow Flex® will calculate flow rates for orifice meters and annubar® flow meters. 
 
 

 
 
Click on “Gas Input” in the main menu then “New Gas Analysis”.  Enter a file name, then the 
number of gases in the gas mixture you are concerned with.  Now, enter the gases you will be 
working with.  (See Gas Flex instructions.)  Enter the mole fraction of each and then click on 
“Calculate” and then “Save” (save files in the “Working Files” folder). 
 
Then click on “Calculate” in the main menu and select the type of flow meter you wish to work 
with.  Enter the appropriate data and save and/or print the results. 
 
Sample Calculations 
To view a sample calculation, click on the main menu item “File”, then “Open Settings”, then 
“Sample Files”, then “Sample.flw” and you should see the following window. 
 

  
 
Now click on “Calculate” in the Gas Data window to register the selected gases.  Click  on 
“Close” to close this window or “Save” to save any new data entered. 
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Orifice Meter  
Click on “Calculate” in the main menu and select “Orifice Meter”.  Click on “Calculate” in the 
Orifice Meter window to calculate the flow rate.  Click on “Print” to print the results. 
 

 
 
Click on “Close” to close the Orifice Meter window.  Go to “File” in the main menu and then 
“Save Settings” or “Save Settings As” to save the data entered. 
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Annubar Flow Meter 
Click on “Calculate” in the main menu and click on “Annubar Flow Meter”.  Click on 
“Calculate” to calculate the flow rate and then “Print” to print out the results. 
 

 
 

Click on “Close” to close the Annubar Flow Meter window.  Go to “File” in the main menu and 
then “Save Settings” or “Save Settings As” to save data entered. 
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Laby Flex® 
 
 
 
 
 
 

for 
 

Windows 2000, xp & Vista 
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Laby Flex® calculates flow rates through labyrinth seals.  Both straight through and stepped 
configurations are addressed.  Set the units and gas analysis per “Getting Started” and “Gas 
Mixture” in the Gas Flex® instructions.  Once you have the gas analysis defined, go to 
“Calculate” in the main menu and click on “Labyrinth Leakage”. 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Select the type of labyrinth seal then input the data.  Press calculate and then print for a hard 
copy. 
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Sample Calculations 
To view a sample calculation, click on the main menu item “File”, then “Open Settings”, then 
“Sample Files”, then “Sample.flw”. 
 

 
 
Now click on “Calculate” in the Gas Data window to register the selected gases.  Click  on 
“Close” to close this window or “Save” to save any new data entered. 
 
Click on “Calculate” in the main menu and then “Labyrinth Leakage”.  Click on “Calculate” in 
the Labyrinth Leakage window to calculate the flow rate.  Click on “Print” to print the results. 
 

 
 
Click on “Close” to close this window.  Go to “File” in the main menu and then “Save Settings” 
or “Save Settings As” to save data entered. 
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COMPAERO SOFTWARE USER’S GUIDE 
 
 By Ronald H. Aungier 
 1211 Shady Hill Road 
 Greensburg, PA  15601 
 Phone: (724) 838-1223 
 Email: raungier@comcast.net 

 
The CompAero software implements the centrifugal and axial-flow compressor 

aerodynamic design and analysis strategy described in two books by R. H. Aungier 
(references 1 and 2).  This description will make specific chapter and figure number 
references to those books to specifically relate the software to the descriptions they 
provide.  The various design and analysis programs were written in Microsoft Visual 
Basic 5.0 for any IBM compatible PC using Microsoft Windows.  They have been 
implemented and used successfully under the Microsoft Windows XP and Vista 
operating systems.   
 
Contents 
 
 1.0 Software Installation and Execution 
 2.0 Features Common to Most Programs 
 3.0 Available Aerodynamic Design and Analysis Programs 
 4.0 Program SIZE 
 5.0 Program CENCOM 

6.0 Programs GASPATH and BEZIER 
 7.0 Program FLOW3D 
 8.0 Programs VLDESIGN 
 9.0 Program VDDESIGN 
 10.0 Program RCDESIGN 
 11.0 Programs B2B2D and TDB2B 
 12.0 Program RIGPAC 
 13.0 Program RKMOD 
 14.0 Program GASDATA 
 15.0 Program AXCOM 
 16.0 Program AXSTAGE 
 17.0 Program AXDESIGN 
 18.0 Program EXHAUST 
 19.0 Program BLADE 
 20.0 Importing and Exporting Design Data 
 21.0 Printed Output Issues and Alternatives 
 22.0 Sample Problems 
 References 
 
1.0 Software Installation and Execution 
 

Install the software by running program SETUP.EXE on the installation CD ROM or 
disk #1 of the installation disk set and follow the on-screen instructions.  The installation 
disks contain compressed files, so they cannot just be copied to your hard drive.  The 
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program setup process will create a directory COMPAERO on your hard drive (unless 
you choose another name) containing all executable programs, help files and support files 
required and a sub-directory called SAMPLES (e.g., C:\COMPAERO\SAMPLES) 
containing a set of sample input files for the various programs.   

You can run all of the software by executing program COMPAERO.EXE, from 
which you can run the other programs.  You can choose "Run" from the main menu and 
select the program that you want to execute or click the icon of the program you want to 
execute.  Alternatively, you can run the programs individually using any of the usual 
Windows approaches, such as from shortcuts, a window of shortcuts or the Windows 
Programs menu.  Program COMPAERO is just a convenient way to run them, 
particularly when alternating between several programs during the design process. 

On the first run of any application, you should select SetUp from the application’s 
main menu to set your printer margins, font and font size, screen font, font size and 
colors, default units, etc.  The on-line help should be more than sufficient to carry out the 
setup process.  You should note that some printer drivers impose margins external to the 
setup here to avoid printing in certain areas of the page.  You may have to experiment a 
little to get the margins you want.  The information generated during the setup process is 
stored in the Windows registry by the Windows operating system.   

 
2.0 Features Common to Most Programs 
 

The various programs use a fairly standard Windows type File menu with the usual 
Open, Save, SaveAs and Close options.  This menu will also contain some of the most 
recent input files you have used previously.  Most programs also offer an input file input 
box, where you can type in the path and input file name directly.  Each Program uses a 
recommended file name extender.  You don’t have to follow that practice in most cases, 
but file searches will be much easier if you do.  Often when designing, one switches from 
one program to another, using the same base input file name for each with the default 
extender for each program.  When creating input files for one program for use in another, 
the default assumption is that you will be doing this, but again you can over ride the 
default if you want to. 

Except for programs AXSTAGE, BEZIER, BLADE, GASPATH and RIGPAC, 
(which use dimensionless data), all programs have a general input-output units capability.  
You can select the units you want to use from a rather large number of choices.  The 
CompAero system always maintains a default units set, which is assumed to be the one 
you want when you start a new case.  You can set the default units from any program 
using the units package from the SetUp menu in the main window.  You can also 
customize the default units set from other programs, and you can choose different units 
for any particular problem.  Input-output units are saved in all input files to be sure the 
correct units are used for each problem.  You can change the units used for a problem 
after input data has been entered, but that will not change the input data.  You will need 
to edit the input data if it needs to be converted to the new units.  When you are setting 
the units, the first step is to select the standard set that is closest to what you want 
(English, SI-metric, etc.).  Then you can customize individual units to obtain the 
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combination that you want.  Some units are derived from your selections (e.g., enthalpy 
from energy and mass).  The derived units are displayed as you make your selections.  
Usually, a checkbox will be visible to permit you to use the selected units as the default 
set. 

The various programs that offer aerodynamic analysis employ a general ideal/non-
ideal gas equation of state package, including a gas property database currently 
containing over 100 compounds.  The process of selecting a gas or gas mixture equation 
of state will be identical in these various programs.  Three basic options are available: 
 
• Load Pseudo-Perfect Gas Data: Here you load the gas mole weight, specific heat, Cp, 

isentropic exponent and viscosity constants for a linear fit with temperature.  The gas is 
over-specified to permit you to approximate a real gas with this pseudo-perfect gas 
model as described in chapter 2. 

• Ideal/Non-Ideal Gas Database: Uses a gas property database to set up gas or gas 
mixture equation of state.  You can use an ideal gas [with Cp = Cp(T)] or one of the two 
available Redlich-Kwong non-ideal gas models. 

 

When the second option is used, you can select an option to set up a pseudo-perfect 
gas model (as described in chapter 2).  The pseudo-perfect gas model offers very fast 
computations and the database makes it simple to create the model for a gas or a gas 
mixture.  The program calculates the constants that you would otherwise enter as input 
data under the first option.  Indeed, it is faster than the ideal-gas model under the second 
option, since it uses constant specific heats.  It will be adequate for nearly any centrifugal 
compressor application. 

A good starting point for new users is to run Program RKMOD, which performs a 
variety of thermodynamic equation-of-state calculations.  Follow the menu and screen 
instructions carefully and you should have little trouble mastering the process of setting 
up a new gas thermodynamic model.  Since it is needed so often and by so many of the 
programs, it is a good idea to understand the process early. 
 
3.0 Available Aerodynamic Design and Analysis Programs 
 

In addition to COMPAERO.EXE the following computer programs are available for 
centrifugal and axial-flow compressor aerodynamic design and analysis. 

 

• SIZE.EXE: a centrifugal compressor stage preliminary aerodynamic design program 
(ref. 1, chapter 6). 

• CENCOM.EXE: an aerodynamic performance analysis for single-stage or multi-stage 
centrifugal compressors (ref. 1, chapter 5). 

• GASPATH.EXE: a general gas path (end-wall contours and blades) design program 
(ref. 1, chapter 7). 

• VLDESIGN.EXE: a vaneless diffuser detailed aerodynamic design program (ref. 1, 
chapter 8).  Includes a performance analysis (ref. 1, chapter 5). 
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• VDDESIGN.EXE: a vaned diffuser detailed aerodynamic design program (ref. 1, 
chapter 9).  Includes a performance analysis (ref. 1, chapter 5) and a linearized blade-to-
blade flow analysis (ref. 1, chapter 12). 

• RCDESIGN.EXE: a crossover bend and return channel detailed aerodynamic design 
program (ref. 1, chapter 10).  Includes a performance analysis (ref. 1, chapter 5) and a 
linearized blade-to-blade flow analysis (ref. 1, chapter 12). 

• FLOW3D.EXE: a quasi-three-dimensional inviscid flow field analysis (ref. 1, chapter 
12 and ref. 2, chapter 12) with supporting surface boundary layer analyses (ref. 1, 
chapter 15 and ref. 2, chapter 5). 

• B2B2D.EXE: a two-dimensional blade-to-blade potential flow analysis (chapter 13) 
with supporting surface boundary layer analyses (ref. 1, chapter 15 and ref. 2, chapter 
5). 

• TDB2B.EXE: a time-marching blade-to-blade flow analysis (ref. 1, chapter 14 and ref. 
2, chapter 5) with supporting surface boundary layer analyses (ref. 1, chapter 15 and ref. 
2, chapter 5). 

• RKMOD.EXE: an ideal/non-ideal fluid equation-of-state package for a range of 
thermodynamic property calculations (refs. 1 and 2, chapter 2).  This same equation of 
state package is used by many of the other programs. 

• GASDATA.EXE: a gas property database maintenance program to support program 
RKMOD and the other programs that use its equation of state. 

• RIGPAC.EXE: (Radial Impeller Geometry PACkage): a general geometry package 
primarily for impellers, but suitable for other vaned components also.  It performs many 
operations and geometry calculations commonly used in centrifugal compressor design 
and implementation.  Conceptually, it is similar to Program GASPATH, except that it 
starts from known geometry (e.g., to treat existing component designs).  The value of 
this type of program is discussed in chapter 7 of ref. 1. 

• BEZIER.EXE: a program to generate the curves used by Program GASPATH to 
construct the end-wall contours and blades (ref. 1, chapter 7).  It can be accessed 
directly from Program GASPATH.  But, on occasion it is convenient to work with this 
program for creating or refining curves just to avoid the need to navigate through the 
menu structure of Program GASPATH to get to this sub-program. 

• AXCOM.EXE: an aerodynamic performance analysis for axial-flow compressors (ref. 
2, chapters 7- 9). 

• AXSTAGE.EXE: an axial-flow compressor stage design program (ref. 2, chapter 10). 
• AXDESIGN.EXE: a multistage axial-flow compressor design program (ref. 2, chapter 

11). 
• EXHAUST.EXE: an axial-flow turbomachinery exhaust diffuser, scroll, collector 

aerodynamic performance analysis (ref. 2, chapter 13). 
• BLADE.EXE: a blade-section geometry program for the various standard airfoils 

used (ref. 2, chapter 4).  Its original purpose was to check out the blade geometry 
routines and database for axial-flow compressor.  Sometimes it has been useful for 
generating blade section geometry for documentation purposes, so it has been 
included.  Indeed, many of the figures included in reference 2 were generated using 
data exported from this program. 
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Included in the distributed files is file RKDBASE.DAT, which contains gas 
thermodynamic data for over 100 compounds collected over several years.  This is 
supplied as a courtesy to the user, who must use the data at his or her own risk.  No 
general statement is possible regarding either its accuracy or its adequacy for the user's 
range of thermodynamic conditions.  Indeed, one function of Program RKMOD is to 
permit users to check representative calculations against other sources to evaluate the 
accuracy of the data and the equations of state for specific problems of interest.  Program 
GASDATA can be used to maintain this database, print the property data stored, add new 
compounds, edit existing data, etc. 
 
4.0 Program SIZE 
 

Program SIZE implements the preliminary design procedure described in ref. 1, 
chapter 6.  It uses basic design correlations and design criteria to rough out a "first cut" 
centrifugal compressor stage design.  Its purpose is to convert your design objectives into 
a viable stage configuration to provide a starting point for detailed component design 
activity.  Program SIZE creates the input data files for other centrifugal compressor 
aerodynamics programs needed for the detailed stage design, including: 

 
• Program CENCOM for the aerodynamic performance analysis. 
• Program GASPATH for detailed design of the impeller hub, shroud and blades. 
• Program VLDESIGN for detailed design of the vaneless diffuser. 
• Program VDDESIGN for detailed design of the vaned diffuser. 
• Program RCDESIGN for detailed design of the crossover/return channel. 

 
Some editing of the input files created may necessary.  Scaled blade thicknesses and 

recommended surface finish values may not be appropriate for manufacturing or 
mechanical design considerations.  The component inlet flow data for the component 
design programs (VLDESIGN, VDDESIGN & RCDESIGN) are approximate.  Usually, 
these should be revised using Program CENCOM predictions.  Program CENCOM can 
perform these input file updates for you when it has completed a performance analysis. 

To start your program SIZE run, you specify either adiabatic or polytropic as the 
performance data type to be used.  You define the stage component types to be used. 

 
• Impeller: covered or open; full-inducer, semi-inducer or no-inducer. 
• Diffuser: vaned or vaneless. 
• Discharge: return system or volute. 

 
Full-inducer and semi-inducer impellers use straight-line element three-dimensional 

blades, while no-inducer designs use two-dimensional, axial-element, circular-arc blades.  
You specify the inlet total pressure and temperature for the stage and the lower and upper 
diameter limits for the stage (i.e., limits imposed by the shaft plus minimum hub metal 
thickness and by the casing size).  If no limits are specified, the program chooses values 
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without constraint.  You have to define the input/output units you are using and the gas 
equation of state to be used. 

The stage sizing calculations require specifications of rotation speed, impeller 
diameter, mass flow, head, efficiency and impeller tip flow angle.  You have several 
options for providing these specifications. 

 
Speed/Diameter Input: specify two of the following: 
 

• Rotation speed (rpm) 
• Impeller tip diameter 
• Impeller tip speed, rotational Mach number or (standard air) equivalent tip speed. 

 
The rotational Mach number is the tip speed divided by the inlet total sound speed.  The 
equivalent tip speed option defines a tip speed that gives the same rotational Mach number 
as the specified value for standard air. 

Inlet flow input options: specify the inlet flow coefficient, φ, inlet mass flow or inlet 
volume flow (Q).  For impeller tip diameter, d2, and tip speed U2,  
  ]4//[ 2

22dUQ πφ =

The impeller tip triangle specification is either the tip relative flow angle or tip flow 
coefficient (tip meridional velocity / tip speed).  The program makes a preliminary 
selection based upon diffuser type and inlet flow coefficient.  The program displays this 
choice for you to edit as you choose. 

 
The program offers an estimate of the target head coefficient and efficiency 

considered reasonable design targets if constraints permit (see ref 1., figures 6-1 and 6-2).  
You may use these values or enter your own choices.  When you specify the 
head/efficiency targets, you enter the efficiency and one of the following: head 
coefficient, head, power, discharge total pressure or total-to-total stage pressure ratio.  
Use some care when not entering head coefficient.  You can ask for values of the other 
parameters that are impossible for the diameter and speed you are using.  Usually it is 
best to use head coefficient until you have defined design data capable of producing the 
other design parameters before using them directly. 

The stage sizing calculations assume the head/efficiency targets are accurate.  When 
in doubt about this, it is advisable to run Program CENCOM following the sizing 
calculations (Program SIZE will create the input file) and revise these specifications for a 
rerun if necessary. 

All Program SIZE input specifications can be edited interactively to refine the sizing 
calculations.  After each component is sized, you are given the option to continue or to go 
back, edit the basic design data and start the sizing calculations from the beginning.  You 
also can size only part of the stage components if you choose. 

With this brief introduction and the fairly extensive on-line help available from 
Program SIZE, it is really a fairly easy program to learn to use. 
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5.0 Program CENCOM 
 

Program CENCOM provides an aerodynamic performance analysis for single-stage 
or multi-stage centrifugal compressors using the procedures described in ref. 1, chapter 5.  
For new designs, the initial input file for this program will normally be supplied by 
Program SIZE.  As the design progresses through the detailed design process, the various 
detailed design programs have the capability to continually update the input file for this 
program with the refined geometry data.  Only for existing compressor stages not 
designed with the CompAero system, will users have to enter all input data.  But, it will 
often be necessary to edit input data, so a brief discussion of the data required will be 
given here. 

Program CENCOM plays a very central role in the design process.  Hence, it includes 
a capability to update input files for Programs VLDESIGN, VDDESIGN and 
RCDESIGN to supply them with current inlet fluid dynamic and thermodynamic data.  It 
can also supply impeller flow data to FLOW3D and GASPATH.  While Program SIZE 
can create initial input data files for most component detailed design programs, as 
components are refined, inlet conditions for downstream components will change.  
Program CENCOM will update that portion of the various input files for you.  In the case 
of Programs FLOW3D, this is an easy way to add inlet flow data and the gas 
thermodynamic equation of state to an impeller input file created by Programs 
GASPATH or RIGPAC. 

This program can collect and save performance prediction results and use them to 
display or print performance maps for the compressor.  Three maps are provided: a 
pressure or head type, an efficiency type and a power type.  The map menu in the main 
window lets you select the variables to map, the curve legend (e.g., to identify alternate 
speeds or guide vane settings and plot as separate curves) and let you transfer to the Map 
window to load or edit data.  When map options are set up, the main window shows a 
check box to let you save (when checked) or not save (when unchecked) subsequent 
predictions in the map file.  On-line help describes other features you need to know.  The 
program always provides stage performance maps when a stage is analyzed.  There are 
several advantages of this more general map capability.  First, it maps the complete 
compressor performance rather than just a stage.  Second, you can supply test data (if 
available) to assist in evaluating the program’s accuracy or target performance goals for 
guidance in design activity.  Finally, you can include results from several analyses, 
whereas a single analysis allows a maximum of eight flow points. 

Input data for this program is entered for a series of stage components, which you can 
arrange in the order in which they appear in the stage.  Each time you add a component, it 
is placed at the end of the input file.  The program provides a fairly complete editing 
capability that, among other things, lets you easily rearrange the order of the components 
when appropriate.  Some "components" are not actual stage components (e.g., units, gas 
model and inlet flow data) and they can appear in any order and at any location among 
the true components.  When editing specific input data, you will simply choose the 
"component" to be edited and the program lets you change values of input parameters for 
it.  Multi-stage compressors are analyzed by simply combining input files of the various 
stages to be included.  The program lets you choose these stage input files and combines 
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them into a multi-stage input file for you.  When entering or editing input data, Program 
CENCOM offers extensive on-line help 

 

Inlet Flow And Rotation Speed Input Data 
 

You enter or edit the inlet flow, total pressure, total temperature, swirl parameter and 
rotation speed for your case.  The rotation speed is constant for each case, but up to eight 
flow points can be considered for each case.  You have alternate options for the input for 
three of the parameters that you can select.  The choices are: 

 
• Inlet Flow: mass flow, volume flow or flow coefficient, φ.  Use the last option only 

if an impeller is one of the stage components. 
• Swirl Parameter: absolute tangential velocity or absolute flow angle with respect to 

tangent, on the mean streamline at the inlet of the first component. 
• Rotation Speed: rpm, rotational Mach number (tip speed/inlet total sound speed), 

equivalent tip speed (sets actual tip speed to yield the same rotational Mach number 
as would occur for air at standard conditions at this equivalent tip speed) or the 
actual (mechanical) tip speed.  Rotational Mach number and equivalent tip speed 
are converted to rpm using the inlet total sound speed for the first flow point.  
Hence, they are normally useful only when inlet total conditions are constant for all 
flow points. 

 
Dimensional data are all entered in the input/output units you are using for this case.  

The program continually reorders your data such that the inlet flow is in increasing order.  
This is done every time you finish editing an inlet flow value.  Several useful data entry 
and edit functions are available and are described in the on-line help for this window.  In 
the case of multistage compressor analyses, program versions dated 10/19/07 or later 
allow the user the option of specifying different rotation speeds for stages after the first to 
treat integral-geared compressors with stages mounted on separate pinions.  Guidance is 
available in the on-line help for this window. 

 
Inlet Passage Input Data 
 

The inlet passage component is just a starting point for the analysis where you can 
specify the inlet flow data when the first component is not an inlet guide vane or an 
impeller.  The program will perform a mass balance on this annular passage station to 
start the performance analysis.  Data required are the mean stream surface radius and the 
passage hub-to-shroud width. 

 
Inlet Guide Vane Input Data 
 

The geometry required for inlet guide vanes is as follows: 
 

• The vane inlet mean stream surface radius. 
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• The vane inlet mean camberline angle with respect to the tangential direction. 
• The vane inlet passage area (full area of the annulus). 
• The vane discharge mean stream surface radius. 
• The vane discharge mean camberline angle with respect to the tangential direction. 
• The vane discharge passage area (full area of the annulus). 
• The number of vanes. 
• The vane meridional length, i.e., the distance from leading edge to trailing edge 

measured in the meridional (constant polar angle) plane. 
• The vane mean angle, i.e., the vane mean camberline angle with respect to the 

tangential direction mid-way through the vane passage. 
 

Note that all vane angles are with the vane set in its operating condition (for adjustable 
vanes, all angles must be adjusted when the vane is reset). 
 
Impeller Geometry Input Data 
 

Much of the impeller geometry is related to the mean stream surface (figure 5-4).  
This is a surface that divides the annulus into two equal areas.  Typically, it is defined by 
the radius at the root-mean-square (rms) of the hub and shroud radii.  Blade angles are 
measured in the relevant stream surface with respect to the tangential direction (figure 5-
5).  Values are input for the hub and shroud stream surfaces at the blade leading edge.  
Values required on the mean stream surface are at the leading edge, trailing edge and a 
mid-passage location. 

Diameters for the blade leading and trailing edges at both hub and shroud are 
required.  The disk and cover diameters (outer) are input.  For open impellers, enter the 
cover diameter as zero.  The eye diameter is an optional input.  If not supplied, impeller 
thrust calculations will not be provided.  You will also put in a tip diameter.  Usually, this 
is redundant, but is provided for cases where then hub and or shroud extend beyond the 
blade trailing edge.  It is an average of the hub and shroud values. 

Passage widths relevant to the blade leading and trailing edges are required.  They 
should be representative of the passage width available for the flow.  They are measured 
along quasi-normals (lines approximately normal to the hub and shroud - they are not 
necessarily aligned with the blade edge).  The passage width at the eye is optional (again 
needed to provide impeller thrust).  A passage width at the tip is also supplied.  Usually, 
this is redundant, but is provided for cases where then hub and or shroud extend beyond 
the blade trailing edge. 

Blade thicknesses at the leading and trailing edges on the mean stream surface are 
input.  If more convenient, use average of hub and shroud values.  Fillet blockages for the 
leading and trailing edges are also entered.  These define the fraction of otherwise open area 
blocked by fillet welds (or any other area blockage not attributable to the blades, 
themselves).  The mean stream surface cone angle, αC, is the angle between a tangent to the 
mean stream surface and the axial direction (figure 5-4).  Values are required at the leading 
and trailing edges.  Surface finishes (rms) are required for both the internal passages and the 
hub/cover/housing area.  Clearances between the housing and both the disk and cover are 
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entered.  In the case of open impellers, the blade-shroud clearance replaces the cover 
clearance.  Use average values.  You enter both the number of full blades and the number of 
splitter blades and the meridional length of each on the mean stream surface (e.g., L on 
figure 5-4; enter zeros all for splitter blade data if there are none). 

Throat area is a required input (figure 5-5).  You do have an alternative -- you can 
input the blade angle and blade thickness at the throat (on suction surface side of the 
blade passage) and the program will try to estimate it.  This is not highly recommended, 
but may be okay in early phases of design and analysis or when choking is not expected 
in the impeller.  Make one choice or the other and enter zero(s) for data not being 
entered.  The best source of this data is to let one of the geometry programs (GASPATH 
or RIGPAC) create or update the input file for this program so an accurate throat area is 
obtained.  You also select an inlet loss model to be used.  This approximates the loss 
between the impeller eye and the blade leading edge.  If you are modeling this loss 
separately (e.g., via a vaneless passage analysis) choose the option for no loss.  The other 
choices are an inlet passage loss (typically for multi-stage configurations) or a nose-
spinner loss (typical of axial inlet, overhung shaft). 

As optional input, you can enter the curvatures (inverse of the radius of curvature) of 
the mean stream surface at the leading and trailing edges.  If you do not enter them, the 
program will estimate them from the other data.  Unless you have a good source for these 
data, it is best to let the program estimate them.  They directly impose the hub-to-shroud 
meridional velocity gradients due to passage curvature.  These curvatures are positive in the 
conventional impeller (surface concave upward).  If you have a good source (e.g., detailed 
geometry design/analysis programs) supply the data since the program hasn't enough data 
to estimate them rigorously.  But, the program's estimate is much better than a guess.  When 
programs GASPATH and RIGPAC create or update impeller geometry for this program, 
they will supply these data. 

 Labyrinth seal geometry is supplied for the shaft seal.  For covered impellers, the cover 
(or eye) seal geometry is also supplied.  Seal leakage can be neglected for either or both 
seals by setting the number of seal fins to zero.  If the seal leakage is neglected, the program 
will not provide an impeller thrust force calculation, since leakage greatly affects the 
pressure distributions along the disk and cover.  Only straight-through labyrinth seals are 
modeled.  The geometry input data common to both seals are (figure 4-6): 
 

• Seal clearance: the clearance between the tip of the fins and the seal housing. 
• Point thickness: the thickness of the seal fins at the tip or point. 
• Seal pitch: the distance between adjacent fins. 
• Number of fins: the number of fins in the seal. 
• Seal diameter: the diameter at the clearance gap. 

 
The shaft seal uses two more parameters to permit assigning the seal pressure and 

temperature at the outer side of the seal.  If the stage has a return channel, these are only 
first guesses - the program will iterate to use the correct values.  The input form is chosen to 
permit reasonable approximations for most shaft seals.  The input data are: 
 

• (Tseal - Toin)/(Ttip - Toin) 
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• (Pseal - Poin)/(Ptip - Poin) 
 
where Tseal is the seal temperature, Pseal is the seal pressure, Toin is the stage inlet total 
temperature, Poin is the stage inlet total pressure, Ttip is the impeller tip temperature, and 
Ptip is the impeller tip pressure.  For a single stage compressor with outer seal exposed to 
inlet conditions, these data would both be entered as zero.  For return channel stages, the 
temperature term would be about 1.0.  The pressure term is typically about 1.3 - 1.4 (the 
program will correct both for return channel stages).  For other cases the user must decide 
on appropriate values. 
 
Vaneless Diffuser/Vaneless Passage Input Data 
 

The input data for vaneless diffusers and vaneless passages are identical (a crossover 
bend can also use this input form, but usually the special form discussed later in this 
section is more convenient).  You specify the rms surface finish and the number of equal 
spaced stations along the passage that are to be used for the analysis (minimum of three).  
Then you supply geometry at a specified number of stations (minimum of two) from 
which the program will obtain the computation stations by interpolation.  The data 
required are the axial coordinate and radius on the mean stream surface and the passage 
hub-to-shroud width.  There is a special feature included that permits you to set the radius 
of any point other than end points to zero.  This flags the station as one lying in a region 
where axial coordinate, radius and passage width all vary linearly with radius.  The 
program will then compute intermediate stations using the end-point data for this section.  
The program has a fairly sophisticated data edit capability to make it easy to modify this 
data set. 

 
Vaned Diffuser Input Data 
 

The user should carefully note the discussion in section 5.5 regarding the types of vaned 
diffusers that can be analyzed by Program CENCOM.  Most of the input data required are 
shown on figure 5-9, including r2, b2, r3, b3, β3, r4, b4, β4 and hth.  Note that stations 3 and 4 
are inside the vanes (e.g., at the center of the vane leading and trailing edge "nose" radii).  
Additional input data required include the number of vanes, the rms surface finish, leading 
and trailing edge vane thicknesses and the vane mean camberline angle (with respect to 
tangent) at a location mid-way along the vane. 
 
Crossover Bend Input Data 
 

When loading data for a crossover bend, you will have the option to use the general 
vaneless passage style input discussed above or the simpler method described here.  The 
crossover hub and shroud contours can be approximated by elliptical contours.  You 
supply the inlet radius (discharge radius assumed to be identical), the inlet and discharge 
passage hub-to-shroud widths, the axial axis of the shroud ellipse (i.e., the total crossover 
axial length), the radial semi-axes for both ellipses, the number of streamwise computing 
stations to be used and the rms surface finish.  In some cases, the return channel vane 
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leading edge may lie at a lower radius than set for the crossover discharge by this simple 
input style.  If the difference is small, it can be ignored since the program will start the 
return channel analysis by imposing conservation of angular momentum from the 
crossover exit conditions and perform a mass balance at the return channel inlet.  If the 
difference in radius is significant, a vaneless passage can be inserted between the 
crossover bend and the return channel. 

 

Return Channel Input Data 
 

Data required for the return channel are as follows: 

 
• The blade inlet radius inside the blade (e.g., at the center of the leading edge "nose" 
radius). 
• The blade inlet passage hub-to-shroud width approximately normal to the flow. 
• The inlet blade mean camberline angle with respect to the tangential direction. 
• The inlet blade thickness (e.g., twice the leading edge radius). 
• The blade discharge radius inside the blade (e.g., at the center of the trailing edge 
"nose" radius). 
• The blade discharge passage hub-to-shroud width, approximately normal to the 
flow. 
• The discharge blade mean camberline angle with respect to the tangential direction. 
• The discharge blade thickness (e.g., twice the trailing edge radius). 
• The number of vanes in the return channel. 
• The throat width, i.e., minimum distance between adjacent vanes. 
• Mean camberline angle with respect to tangent at about mid-way through the blade 
passage. 
• The root-mean-square (rms) surface finish. 
• The angle between mean stream surface and the axial direction at the blade leading 
edge. 
• The angle between mean stream surface and the axial direction at the blade trailing 
edge. 
• The angle between mean stream surface and the axial direction at the end of the exit 

turn (normally zero, set to blade trailing edge value to omit exit turn loss, e.g., if 
you want to treat it with a separate vaneless passage analysis). 

 
Volute (Scroll) And Collector Input Data 
 

Volutes (scrolls) and collectors use the same input data (but have quite different 
performance).  The data required defines the full collection plane, which is the cross-
section in the volute or collector where all of the flow from the diffuser has been 
collected and is ready to exit into the exit cone or discharge pipe.  The input data required 
are (figure 5-14): 
 

• The full-collection plane cross-sectional area, A6. 
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• The full-collection plane mean radius, r6. 
• The area at the discharge of the exit cone, A7. 
• The root-mean-square (rms) surface finish. 

 
If the A7 < A6, the exit cone portion of the loss model, equation (5-110), will be set to zero, 
i.e., the exit cone loss is neglected. 
 
Total Pressure Loss Input Data 
 

A total pressure loss can be imposed at one or more locations within the stage.  This is 
to permit you to account for a loss source not modeled by the program specifically.  
Probably the most common use is to impose an exhaust loss at the end of the stage.  The 
data required are a meridional loss coefficient, ϖm, a tangential loss coefficient, ϖu, and a 
total pressure drop, Δpt to impose the total pressure loss as defined in equation (5-111).  
Usually, Δpt is set to zero, but it is included for added flexibility if required.  So, if you want 
to convert the stage discharge performance data from total to static data, simply impose an 
exhaust loss after the last component with ϖm and ϖu set to 1.0 and Δpt set to 0.  This is the 
only  "component" you can rename for clarity, e.g., the previous example might be renamed 
to “Exhaust Loss”.  This loss can appear as many times in the stage as you wish.  When it 
follows a scroll or collector, note that the program sets CU = 0 after those components, i.e., 
Cm is used, since it is a "through-flow" velocity (even though it looks like a tangential 
velocity). 
 
Liquid Knockout 
 

Liquid knockout will perform an equilibrium flash calculation (chapter 2) at the local 
total temperature and total pressure and drop any liquid from the gas stream.  This is 
typically used only after a cooler, but can be invoked anywhere.  To invoke the liquid 
knockout, you must be using one of the non-ideal gas models and the gas must contain 
more than one component -- otherwise, the run is aborted with an error message.  There is 
no input data required -- you simply insert this fictitious "component" in the location where 
the liquid knockout calculation is to be performed.  The program will update the mixture 
equation of state and the mass flow rate to account for the liquid dropped from the gas 
stream. 
 
Inter-Cooler Input Data 
 

An inter-cooler (heat exchanger) can be included as the first component in the stage.  It 
imposes a total pressure loss and a total temperature drop on the fluid inlet conditions 
before starting the stage performance analysis.  It is useful when dealing with a downstream 
section of stages in a multi-stage machine.  The performance (efficiency, etc.) is based on 
conditions out of the inter-cooler.  You specify a flow area to be used for imposing the total 
pressure loss defined by equation (5-112), the loss coefficient, Δpt and the constants A and 
B in equation (5-113).  The program performs a mass balance on that area to obtain the gas 
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density and velocity used in equation (5-112).  If either the flow area or the loss coefficient 
is entered as zero, no total pressure loss is applied.   
 
Extraction Flow Input Data 
 

An Extraction Flow component removes part of the mass flow from the compressor 
main flow, typically at the end of a return channel.  The program makes this adjustment, 
and defines the flow properties for the adjusted mass flow.  The extraction flow is not 
used in computing stage performance data (efficiencies, etc.), but new exit conditions for 
a following stage are computed. 

You can specify either the fractional extraction mass flows (ratio of extraction mass 
flow-to-upstream mass flow) or the discharge flange static pressure (entered as a negative 
number).  Enter zero and the saturated vapor pressure is used as the flange static pressure 
(this is always used as the minimum flange pressure).  You enter flow/flange pressure data 
for the eight (possible) flow points.  A value of zero on points after the first will be replaced 
by the first point's value (so, if you really want zero, all points must be zero). 

Other data required are (figure 5-21) the compressor passage area after the extraction 
and its mean radius, the discharge flange area, the extraction loss coefficient and an area 
associated with it to be used in equation (5-114).  If you specify extraction mass flow, the 
flange calculation can be omitted by entering the area for the loss coefficient and/or the 
flange area as zero. 
 
Side-Load Flow Input Data 
 

A side-load flow adds mass flow to the stage by joining an external side stream flow 
with the stage flow.  A side load flow can only appear at the end of the stage (typically, 
following the return channel).  The side load flow is not used in computing stage 
performance data (efficiencies, etc.), but new exit conditions for a following stage are 
computed. 

You specify either the ratio of the side load mass flow to the stage mass flow or the 
flange static pressure (entered as a negative number).  Enter zero to use the vapor saturation 
pressure as the flange static pressure (this is always used as the minimum flange static 
pressure).  You enter flow/flange pressure data for the eight (possible) flow points.  A value 
of zero on points after the first will be replaced by the first point's value (so, if you really 
want zero, all points must be zero).   

Other data required (figure 5-20) are the (external) flange total temperature, the stage 
and side load passage areas where the two flows merge, the passage area and mean 
passage radius after merging, the inlet flange area, a side load loss coefficient and an area 
associated with it for use in equation (5-114).  The area for the loss coefficient is used to 
compute a gas density and velocity by a mass balance for use in equation (5-114). 
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6.0 Programs GASPATH and BEZIER 
 

Program GASPATH (ref. 1,chapter 7) designs hub and shroud contours and blades (if 
present) for turbomachinery components.  Length units are optional.  Blade angles are 
always specified in degrees with respect to tangent.  Program BEZIER generates the curves 
used to construct the blades and end-wall contours.  It can be run directly from Program 
GASPATH, or it can also be executed separately.  This can be convenient when curve 
generation or editing activity is your primary interest, since you do not have to navigate 
through Program GASPATH's menus to get to it.  Two input files are used, the basic gas 
path geometry file and the curve file.  The latter input file has a specific restriction.  Its base 
file name must be the same as that of the gas path geometry file, and its file name extender 
must be .BEZ so that Program GASPATH can find it.  When the curve file is generated 
through Program GASPATH using the BEZIER module, this naming convention is handled 
automatically.  But, if Program BEZIER is used to create it, the user must keep this naming 
convention in mind. 

The most common use of this program is for impeller design, but it can be used for 
almost any component.  Program SIZE is normally used to create its input files.  It has 
provision for creating or updating geometry input files for Programs CENCOM and 
FLOW3D and to create an input file for Program RIGPAC.  It also has a special 
provision for exporting the shroud contour coordinates to a file.  This data can then be 
imported into Programs FLOW3D or RIGPAC to be imposed as a new shroud on the 
base data in use by those programs.  This lets you use Program GASPATH to design 
alternate shroud contours to be used in deriving a family of impellers of various flow 
capacities or pressure ratios from a base impeller design.  If you create a gas data input 
file for this program using Program CENCOM, an approximate hub-shroud and blade 
loading analysis is available for guidance.  This is not as accurate as a Program FLOW3D 
analysis, but can be convenient for easy reference. 

Becoming familiar with Programs GASPATH and BEZIER is more difficult than the 
other programs because so many options are offered.  But, the serious designer will soon 
find that every option is really needed.  Extensive on-line help is provided in these two 
programs for that reason.  Users who take the trouble to master these programs will find 
they have a very powerful design tool.  After the initial confusion is over, the user will 
find that the programs are actually quite easy to use. 

The program can design four blade types: 

 
• 2D axial-element blades whose mean camberline is composed of axial line 

elements.  You design a single blade angle distribution as a function of radius.  
These blade angles lie in a radial surface.  The distribution must include the entire 
radial domain where blades exist. 

• 2D radial-element blades whose mean camber line is composed of radial line 
elements.  You design a single blade angle distribution as a function of the axial 
coordinate and for a specified radius.  These blade angles lie in the constant radius 
surface and must include the entire axial domain where blades exist. 
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• 3D straight-line element blades whose mean camber line is composed of straight-
line elements connecting specified points along the hub and shroud camberlines.  
You design the hub and shroud surface blade angle distributions.  These blade 
angles lie in the hub and shroud surfaces, defined as a function of dimensionless (0 
to 1) meridional distance. 

• General 3D or sculpted blades, which are defined as a modification to the third 
blade type. 

 
Ref. 1, equations (7-1) provide relationships between the blade angle and polar angle 

for the first three blade types.  The component geometry is constructed from curves 
defining the hub and shroud contours, blade camberline angle and blade thickness 
distributions.  The curves are designed in a separate program module (BEZIER).  They 
are saved in a curve file for use in constructing the component geometry.  Curve design is 
independent from the gas path design.  You label each curve and use these labels to select 
curves you want to use to construct the component gas path.  Curve construction options 
include: 

 
• Bernstein-Bezier polynomial curves (most general option). 
• Specify individual data point coordinates along the curve. 
• Use the largest circular-arc that matches specified end points and slopes (a line 

segment is added at one end, if needed, to complete the curve). 
• Use a three-point spline fit of end points and slopes and one interior point. 
• Use a 3rd order polynomial that matches specified end points and slopes. 
• Composite curves formed by joining two or more other existing curves. 
• Fit a Bernstein-Bezier polynomial curve to any existing curve of a different type. 

 
The options three through five allow straight-line segments ending at the end-points to 

be included.  The last option is particularly useful for converting initial curves supplied by 
Program SIZE to a form more readily modified to refine the preliminary design.  You will 
select specific curves from the curve file for the contours and distributions that define the 
component geometry.  Curves are numbered sequentially as you create them.  Selecting a 
curve defines the curve number to be used.  Subsequent editing of curves won't affect your 
selection.  But if you delete curves (hence, changing numbers), you must reselect curves. 

The normal sequence of gas path design steps is: 

 
• Specify the basic design data (case title, number of blades, etc.) 
• Develop the curve file you want for the design. 
• Select the curves you want from the curve file. 
• Construct the component geometry and evaluate. 
• Edit the curve file, design data and/or curve selection to refine the design. 

 
Specific considerations with respect to the hub and shroud contour design are: 

 
• For all contour curves, you specify a data point distribution along the curve where 
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specific coordinates are calculated and saved in the curve file.  The number of data 
points used on the hub and shroud contours must be the same.  These points are the 
quasi-normal end points for the gas path.  For 3D blades, the straight-line elements 
of the blade camber surface lie in the quasi-normal surfaces. 

• When candidate hub and shroud curves both exist, use the curve edit option to edit 
two curves at once.  Then the plots provided will show both curves on the screen to 
better guide their refinement.  Tables of coordinates, slopes, curvatures and passage 
area data are very useful in evaluating these curves while in the module BEZIER. 

 
Specific considerations relative to blade design are: 

 
• Blades must start and end on quasi-normals (not necessarily the first and last ones).  

At some point, you must specify the quasi-normal numbers for the blade leading 
and trailing edges.  This is done by editing the basic design data.  The program will 
remind you to do this when hub, shroud and blade angle distributions have all been 
selected.  If you change the number of quasi-normals (curve data points), revise 
these. 

• For 2D axial-element blades, there is a special option for a camberline constructed 
with up to two circular- arcs rather than using the curve file. 

• Remember that design blade angles are different for the 3 blade types.  For 2D 
axial-element, they lie in a radial plane.  For 2D radial-element, they lie in a 
constant (specified) radius surface.  For 3D blades, they lie in the hub and shroud 
meridional surfaces.  Also, remember 3D blade angle distributions are a function of 
dimensionless meridional distance (0 to 1). 

• Blade thickness distributions are specified as a function of dimensionless blade 
camberline length (0 - 1).  For 3D blades, it is specified on both hub and shroud and 
varies linearly along quasi-normals.  For 2D blades one distribution is used, which 
is applied to all stream surfaces.  You can use the curve file to create the thickness 
distributions or use a special option for constant thickness blades with a linear taper 
near the leading edge.  When you need a more general thickness distribution for 2D 
blades, you may find it useful to complete the design and export it to program 
RIGPAC for final adjustment, since that program of offers more flexibility in 
thickness distributions on 2D blades. 

 
7.0 Program FLOW3D 
 

Program FLOW3D provides a quasi-three-dimensional internal flow analysis and 
supporting end-wall and blade surface boundary layer calculations (refs. 1 and 2, chapter 
12).  Program FLOW3D is an integral part of the centrifugal compressor design and 
analysis system of reference 1, where its most common use is in impeller design.  In that 
role, it is a primary evaluation tool for the gas path design generated by Program 
GASPATH.  When used in impeller design, its geometry input file data will normally be 
generated (and updated) by Program GASPATH.  Program CENCOM has the capability 
to supply all other input data required for an impeller analysis with this program.  So, you 
will basically have no need to create or edit input files for this program when designing 
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impellers.  It has been extended to include axial-flow compressor applications, but most 
of its blade geometry options are primarily suited for centrifugal compressors.  Its most 
common use for axial-flow compressors is to conduct a more detailed evaluation of the 
internal flow in blade passages where the designer has special concerns.  Program 
AXCOM and AXDESIGN have the capability to supply a complete input file for an 
analysis with this program.  So, users will rarely need to create or edit input files for this 
program.  This program can, in turn, provide an input file for the more exact blade-to-
blade flow analyses programs B2B2D and TDB2B on individual stream surfaces after the 
quasi-three-dimensional flow analysis is completed.  That may be useful to confirm that 
the linearized blade-to-blade flow analysis used in program FLOW3D has achieved 
acceptable accuracy.  The blade types it considers are 

 

• Three-dimensional camberlines formed by straight-line elements from hub to shroud. 
• Two-dimensional camberlines formed by axial-line elements from hub to shroud. 
• Two-dimensional camberlines formed by radial-line elements from hub to shroud. 
• General three-dimensional camberline blades. 
• Standard axial-flow compressor airfoil sections stacked in the radial direction. 

 

The first three types are common blade constructions used in centrifugal compressors.  
The fourth is quite general, but also quite difficult to define without a separate blade 
design system, but certainly possible.  Programs GASPATH and RIGPAC provide that 
capability for centrifugal compressors.  The fifth type is directly relevant to axial-flow 
compressors.  Indeed, the fifth type is just a built-in preprocessor that generates input 
data for the fourth type, using standard blade sections of ref. 2, chapter 4. 

Input data for the fourth type are entered on a series of stream surfaces spaced across 
the passage.  Stream surfaces can be spaced at specified fractional distances or fractional 
areas between the hub and shroud, or they can be constant radius surfaces.  The data 
supplied on these surfaces are the normalized stream-wise distance from the leading 
edge, polar angles and blade thicknesses.  The on-line help describes the data 
requirements, but providing the data without support from a blade design system is 
obviously difficult. 

It is not very difficult to create an input file for the axial-flow compressor blade 
option.  The blade is defined by supplying blade sections at a series of radii using 
specifications similar to the previous discussion for the blade-to-blade flow analysis 
programs.  But most users will find it much easier to set up the basic problem in program 
AXCOM, run that analysis and then export a program FLOW3D input file.  That will 
supply the geometry and all other input data required for program FLOW3D. 

A keyboard input and edit capability is included, of course.  You may need to use this 
for components other than impellers or for existing impellers not designed by the 
CompAero design and analysis system.  In many cases, you may find it more convenient 
to model centrifugal compressor components in Program RIGPAC, which accepts a wide 
range of geometry input options and basically performs all of the functions of Program 
GASPATH for existing geometry.  Program RIGPAC can set up an input file for this 
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program and component geometry for Program CENCOM to give you a simpler entry 
into the CompAero system for existing designs. 

When running Program FLOW3D, two or more streamwise stations (quasi-normals) 
should be located upstream and downstream of the blade passage.  So, include vaneless 
upstream and downstream extensions in Programs GASPATH or RIGPAC before 
generating or updating an input file for this program. 

Program FLOW3D can also perform two basic design functions, both intended to 
develop alternate shroud contours for the resident gas path design.  These functions are 
often used to generate a family of impellers having different flow capacities or pressure 
rations from the same basic design.  One option is to impose a change in the annulus 
gross area (i.e., neglecting blade metal blockage) before conducting the flow analysis.  
You specify the fractional area changes at the blade leading and trailing edges and at mid 
passage to do this.  The other is to perform a flow cut, which simply locates the 
streamline in the flow field for which a specified fraction of the total mass flow lies 
between it and the hub contour.  This streamline would then be the new shroud contour 
for the reduced flow capacity impeller. 

When alternate shroud contours are generated in Program FLOW3D, they can be 
exported to a file for subsequent import into Program RIGPAC.  Similarly, alternate 
shroud contours previously exported from Programs GASPATH or RIGPAC can be 
imported into Program FLOW3D to be imposed as an alternate shroud contour on the 
resident input file geometry.  When this is done, the alternate contour is saved in the 
input file so the import is done only once.  When the analysis is complete, Program 
FLOW3D can create input files for one of the more precise blade-to-blade flow programs 
(B2B2D or TDB2B) for a final and more rigorous check on the blade loading.  This can 
be done for any of the stream surfaces included in the quasi-three-dimensional flow 
analysis. 

For the rare cases where input data will be loaded directly, a brief description of the 
data required will be given so the user will no what to expect.  You will specify the number 
of streamwise stations (quasi-normals), stream surfaces, quasi-normal numbers at the blade 
leading and trailing edges and the number of full-length blades.  You can specify one set of 
splitter blades, in which case you will specify the meridional locations of the splitter blade 
leading edge for both the hub and shroud contour expressed as a fraction of the meridional 
length of the full-length blades.  You will enter the angle corresponding to the direction of 
rotation (or positive swirl, if not rotating).  The program uses this to set its blade angle 
convention, so define it in the angle convention you will use in your geometry input data 
(e.g., for impellers with blade angles with respect to tangent, enter 180o).  The blade type is 
specified (the same blade types as used by Program GASPATH can be used).  If using 3D 
ruled surface blades, the hub and shroud leading edge polar angles must be supplied to 
properly orient the blade.  You will enter the mass flow rate, rotation speed and inlet 
conditions (total temperature, total pressure and either swirl velocity or flow angle).  The 
inlet conditions can be entered as a single (constant) condition or as profiles.  The axial 
(origin arbitrary) and radial coordinates for all quasi-normals on both the hub and shroud 
contours is required. 
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The blade data required is always blade angle (using the blade angle convention 
discussed above) and blade thickness.  For 3D ruled surface blades, they are entered for 
both the hub and shroud at all quasi-normals in the blade passage, and the blade angles 
are measured in the stream surfaces defined by those contours.  For 2D blades, data are 
entered as a function of the relevant independent coordinate (axial coordinate for radial 
element blades or radial coordinate for axial-element blades) and the blade angles are 
measured in the surface defined by that coordinate.  Equations (7-1) of ref. 1 provide 
these definitions in analytical form for these three blade types.  For radial element blades, 
you will also have to specify the radius at which your data apply.  A special option is 
available to handle standard axial-flow compressor airfoil sections stacked in the radial 
direction. 

The standard input/output units and gas equation of state packages are employed, but 
the analysis will use only the pseudo-perfect gas model.  You will still have the 
convenience offered by the gas property database, but in the interest of practical 
computation speed, the full non-ideal gas model is not available.  To permit running the 
axisymmetric, three-dimensional hub and shroud boundary layer analysis you will need to 
give information regarding portions of the end-walls that are rotating, force defect terms, 
etc. which should be easily handled by the on-screen guidance given.  This boundary layer 
analysis is described in ref. 1, chapter 15 but was subsequently revised in ref. 2, chapter 12  
 
 
8.0 Program VLDESIGN 
 

Program VLDESIGN performs the detailed aerodynamic design of vaneless diffusers.  
Ref. 1, chapter 8 describes the approach used in detail and is sufficiently brief to leave 
little need for further discussion of details and input data.  Usually, Program SIZE 
generates its first input file, with Program CENCOM providing updated inlet 
aerodynamic data after the impeller design is finalized.  Note that due to the provision for 
mixed-flow stages (ref.1, figure 8-1), Program CENCOM hasn't sufficient data to update 
the impeller tip geometry.  So, if that data is modified in the detailed impeller design 
process, be sure to edit the data supplied by Program SIZE.  When a candidate detailed 
design is generated, Program VLDESIGN can update the vaneless diffuser data in 
Program CENCOM files. 
 
9.0 Program VDDESIGN 
 

Program VDDESIGN performs the detailed aerodynamic design of convention, thin 
vaned or airfoil style vaned diffusers.  Ref. 1, chapter 9 describes the approach used in 
detail and is sufficiently brief to leave little need for further discussion of details and 
input data.  Usually, Program SIZE generates its first input file, with Program CENCOM 
providing updated inlet aerodynamic data after the impeller design is finalized.  Program 
CENCOM doesn't have sufficient data to reliably update the inlet geometry.  So, if that 
data is modified in the detailed impeller or vaneless diffuser design process, be sure to 
edit the data supplied by Program SIZE.  When a candidate detailed design is generated, 
Program VDDESIGN can update the vaned diffuser and upstream vaneless space 
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geometry data in Program CENCOM files.  It can also create an input file for Program 
RIGPAC 

Program VDDESIGN will give the option to either round the blade trailing edge or 
cut it off on a constant radius to conform to the desired manufacturing process.  It will 
perform design point or off-design performance analyses (ref. 1, chapter 5) to guide the 
design process without continually returning to Program CENCOM for that purpose.  It 
will also perform a linearized blade-to-blade flow analysis (ref. 1, chapter 12) for direct 
evaluation of the blade loading.  Its line printer output includes a detailed description of 
the contour and vane geometry designed. 

 
10.0 Program RCDESIGN 
 

Program RCDESIGN performs the detailed aerodynamic design of the crossover and 
return channel.  Ref. 1, chapter 10 describes the approach used in detail and is 
sufficiently brief to leave little need for further discussion of details and input data.  
Usually, Program SIZE generates its first input file, with Program CENCOM providing 
updated crossover inlet aerodynamic and geometric data after the diffuser design is 
finalized.  When a candidate detailed design is generated, Program RCDESIGN can 
update the crossover and return channel geometry data in Program CENCOM files.  It 
can also create an input file for Program RIGPAC 

Program RCDESIGN will perform design point performance analyses (ref. 1, chapter 
5) to guide the design process without continually returning to Program CENCOM for 
that purpose.  It will also perform a linearized blade-to-blade flow analysis (ref. 1, 
chapter 12) for direct evaluation of the blade loading.  Its line printer output includes a 
detailed description of the contour and vane geometry designed. 

 
11.0 Programs B2B2D and TDB2B 
 

These two blade-to-blade flow analysis programs can all be run using the same input 
file.  There is one precaution required.  Program B2B2D is a two-dimensional potential 
flow method (ref. 1, chapter 13 and ref. 2, chapter 5) suitable for subsonic and slightly 
transonic Mach number levels.  Program TDB2B is a general time-marching method (ref. 
1, chapter 14 and ref. 2, chapter 5), suitable for any Mach number level.  Due to its 
significantly longer computer running times, it is normally only used when Program 
B2B2D simply can't handle the Mach number levels involved.  Also because of the 
longer running times, Program TDB2B has been given provision to create a restart file 
from which an analysis that has been terminated can be restarted from the point where it 
left off. 

The most common use of the two-dimensional programs is a final blade loading 
evaluation for impellers to be sure the linearized method in Program FLOW3D achieved 
sufficient accuracy.  In this role, its input file is created by Program FLOW3D.  All three 
programs offer a blade surface boundary layer analysis (ref 1., chapter 15), including the 
profile loss coefficient model of ref 1, equation (15-35).  Programs AXCOM and 
AXDESIGN can supply a complete input file for this analysis. 
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For cases where it is necessary to create input files directly from the keyboard, a brief 
description of the input data will be provided so the user will know what to expect.  Stream 
sheet and blade geometry are input at a specified number of streamwise points.  The point 
numbers corresponding to the leading and trailing edges must be specified.  The number of 
computational streamwise points and the point numbers corresponding to the leading and 
trailing edges must also be specified.  This is the only "tricky" part.  The analyses use 
computational stations equal spaced in the meridional direction.  This fact, together with the 
number of computational stations placed upstream and downstream of the blade passage 
dictate the meridional distances upstream and downstream of the blade passages where 
stream sheet data must be supplied.  Users must be careful that their input data extends at 
least that far so that computational stations can be located by interpolation. 

The blade angle convention setting technique discussed for Program FLOW3D is used 
here also.  One set of splitter blades can be included.  If splitters are included, the leading 
and trailing edge meridional locations must be specified as a fraction of the meridional 
length of the full-length blades.  For the number of streamwise geometry input points 
specified, the axial coordinates, radial coordinates, stream sheet thickness, blade mean 
camberline angle and blade thickness are all supplied (blade data entered as zeros outside 
the blade passage).  The blade angles are measured in the stream surface.  Inlet total 
pressure and total temperature are supplied.  The blade speed and the inlet absolute 
tangential velocity are entered along with a radius at which they apply.  This approach is 
needed since the upstream boundary of the computational domain is calculated rather than 
specified by the input data.  The inlet mass flow (or discharge static pressure where needed 
for Program TDB2B, only) are supplied.  The standard input/output units and gas equation 
of state packages are employed, but these analyses will use only the pseudo-perfect gas 
model.  You will still have the convenience offered by the gas property database, but in the 
interest of practical computation speed, the full non-ideal gas model is not available. 

For use in qualifying these analyses, an alternate input style is included to handle 
axial flow style blades.  Basically, it involves entering (x, y) coordinates on the two blade 
surfaces and at the center of the blade leading and trailing edge "nose" radii, where x is 
measured along the blade chord and y is normal to it.  A blade chord setting angle with 
the axial direction completes this specification.  Should the user want to use this, this 
discussion plus the on-line help available should be sufficient.  The program also accepts 
standard airfoil types of ref. 2, chapter 4. 

 
12.0 Program RIGPAC 
 

Program RIGPAC (an acronym for Radial Impeller Geometry PACkage) is a general 
geometry package to compute and manipulate geometry for general vaned components.  
Basically, it performs functions for existing designs that the designer would obtain from 
Program GASPATH for new designs.  As mentioned previously, this is often the best entry 
point into the CompAero design and analysis system for an existing design.  Some functions 
performed by Program RIGPAC are very difficult to perform manually from a basic 
drawing (e.g., throat area and blade angle calculations).  This program can model the same 
four blade types as Program GASPATH, but the geometry can be entered in several 
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different ways to better accommodate the specific data the user has available.  Specifically, 
the blade geometry can be entered in the following forms: 
 

• Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) of points on the two blade surfaces. 
• Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) on the blade camberline and the blade thickness. 
• Axial and radial coordinates (z, r), the camberline blade angle and the blade 

thickness.  Note that the blade angle is defined in the surface of the contour being 
entered regardless of the blade type. 

• Axial and radial coordinates (z, r), the camberline polar angle and the blade 
thickness. 

• Axial and radial coordinates (z, r) and the blade thickness along with specifications 
for a 2D axial-element blade with a circular-arc camberline. 

 
For 3D blades the data are specified on the hub and shroud surfaces.  For 2D blades 

they are specified on the longer of these two surfaces (normally the hub) and only (z, r) 
coordinates for the other surface.  There is an option to specify a thickness distribution on 
both hub and shroud for 2D blades if more flexibility is needed.  From these basic 
specifications, the program inserts a specified number of equal area stream surfaces and 
computes all blade geometry on the stream surfaces that bound them. 

Program RIGPAC also plays an important role in new designs.  After the basic 
geometry is constructed, the Program will perform a number of "operations" to modify it 
without changing the original geometry data, including 

 
• Impose a new shroud contour (which can be imported from a file previously 

exported from it or from Programs FLOW3D or GASPATH). 
• Trim the blade tip diameter. 
• Trim the blade inlet (leading edge). 
• Scale all geometry. 
• Impose a new shroud to change the gross area (the same function previously 

discussed for Program FLOW3D). 
• Smooth an end-wall contour. 
• Set blade leading edge radii for 3D blades. 
• Reverse the direction of rotation. 
• Define inlet or discharge vaneless extensions. 
• Rotate geometry to a new polar angle orientation. 

 
Although not an "operation" a useful modification can be accomplished through the 

program's blade geometry edit capability.  One can add an additional quasi-normal at the 
blade trailing edge, which will cause the program to extend the blade while maintaining a 
constant blade angle.  In combination with the operation to change the passage gross area, 
this makes it very easy to add additional blade stock to the basic design, as is usually 
desired when ordering a casting pattern.  The many modifications possible usually makes it 
useful to end the design process using this program.  Programs GASPATH, VDDESIGN 
and RCDESIGN can all create an input file for this program to simplify the process. 
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After all operations are complete, Program RIGPAC can perform any of the following 
functions: 

 
• Create another input file for itself with the final geometry using any of the 

available blade geometry input options (removes most of the operations and 
makes them permanent). 

• Create or update component geometry data for Program CENCOM input files. 
• Create or update component geometry data for Program FLOW3D input files. 
• Export the final hub or shroud contour coordinates and blade data to files for 

subsequent importing into itself or into Programs FLOW3D and BEZIER. 
 

13.0 Program RKMOD 
 

Program RKMOD is a general idea/non-ideal fluid equation-of-state package (chapter 
2 of refs. 1 and 2 and ref. 3) for single-phase and mixtures of fluids using data from the 
gas property database.  Simplified versions of this equation of state package are used in 
the various compressor design and analysis programs.  Programs SIZE, CENCOM, 
VLDESIGN, VDDESIGN, RCDESIGN, AXCOM AND AXDESIGN use a form 
restricted to the gas-phase.  Programs FLOW3D, B2B2D and TDB2B use a version 
restricted to the pseudo-perfect gas model (Ref. 1, chapter 2, section 2.7).  In addition to 
its primary purpose of computing fluid properties, Program RKMOD provides valuable 
support to the overall CompAero design and analysis system.  First, it provides a means 
to evaluate the accuracy of gas property data and an equation of state by comparing gas 
property predictions against other data sources the user may choose to use as a 
"standard".  To simplify this type of comparison, the program lets you assign reference 
point values of enthalpy and entropy for specified temperature and pressure to establish 
the same enthalpy-entropy reference as used by the "standard".  Secondly, it provides a 
means to check on compressor component operating conditions to be sure that the fluid is 
in the gas phase.  Since none of the other CompAero design and analysis programs can be 
used in the "wet" region, there are times when the user may want to check this.  Three 
basic equation-of-state options are available: 
 

• Ideal gas with temperature-dependent specific heats. 
• The classical Redlich-Kwong non-ideal fluid equation of state. 
• Aungier's modified Redlich-Kwong non-ideal fluid equation of state. 

 
Program RKMOD performs the following specific functions: 

 
• Creates tables of thermodynamic property data as a function of two specified 

thermodynamic parameters. 
• Computes adiabatic head and efficiency from inlet and discharge conditions. 
• Computes polytropic head and efficiency from inlet and discharge conditions. 
• Computes discharge conditions from adiabatic head and efficiency and inlet 

conditions. 
• Computes discharge conditions from polytropic head and efficiency and inlet 
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conditions. 
• Computes pseudo-perfect gas constants from specified total thermodynamic 

conditions and the corresponding sonic flow conditions (ref. 1, section 2.7 and 
ref. 2, section 2.9). 

• Performs equilibrium flash (liquid knockout) calculations (ref. 1, section 2.11) 
• Creates tables of approximate liquid-phase property data (ref. 1, section 2.10). 
• Converts relative humidity to water mole fraction to assist in forming humid gas 

mixtures. 
 

Within the limits of the liquid-phase approximate models used, Program RKMOD 
will predict properties for gas-phase, liquid-phase and two-phase fluids.  In principle, the 
non-ideal fluid equations of state can be applied directly to all fluid phases (indeed, this 
must be done for the equilibrium flash calculation).  But, this writer finds the 
approximate liquid phase models to be a more reliable approach.  And, more important, 
that approach is consistent with the simplified equation-of-state packages used in other 
CompAero design and analysis programs.  So, if Program RKMOD indicates your 
problem is a valid gas-phase case, the other programs will be in agreement.  Due to an 
oversight, the gas viscosity model is not described in ref. 1, but can be found in ref. 2. 

 
14.0 Program GASDATA 
 

Program GASDATA is a maintenance program for the gas thermodynamic property 
database file (RKDBASE.DAT).  It performs the following basic functions: 

 
• Lets you edit the property data in the input/output units you prefer. 
• Lets you add additional component property data in the input/output units you 

prefer. 
• Lets you form new components as mixtures of existing components. 
• Lets you delete components from the data base. 
• Lets you view or print the property data in the input/output units you prefer. 
• Lets you rearrange the order of components in the data base (currently, they are in 

alphabetical order). 
• Lets you save the data base under another file name (for back up). 
 
File RKDBASE.DAT is an ASCII (text) file that can be viewed and modified in any 

text editor or word processor if you prefer.  To do that, a few features need to be 
understood.  First, line 1 of the file contains the number of components for which data are 
included in the database (currently over 100).  For each component the property data 
consists of three lines of data entered as follows: 

 
• Line 1: The component name, 20 character maximum, in quotation marks. 
 
• Line 2: Five variables separated by a space or comma. 

 
• Molecular weight 
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• Critical temperature (oK). 
• Critical pressure (atm). 
• Critical compressibility factor. 
• Acentric factor. 

 
• Line 3: Four constants (A, B, C, D), separated by a space or a comma, for a curve fit 

of specific heat at constant pressure (cal/gm/oK) conforming to the following 
equation (T in oK). 

  32 )1000/()1000/()1000/()( TDTCTBATc p +++=

 
15.0 Program AXCOM 

 
Program AXCOM is a general aerodynamic performance analysis for axial-flow 

compressors using the analysis procedures described in ref. 2, chapters 6 - 9.  You can 
enter all input data to treat an existing compressor design.  When program AXDESIGN is 
used to design a compressor, it can create a complete input file for use by program 
AXCOM for off-design performance analysis.  Program AXCOM can also extract blade 
design data from an input file for program AXSTAGE when that program has been used 
to design a compressor stage.  After a performance analysis has been run, program 
AXCOM can create input files for programs B2B2D and TDB2B for selected blade rows 
and stream surfaces and for program FLOW3D for selected blade rows.  That can be 
useful to obtain an internal flow analysis of blade sections or blade rows when you have 
concerns about their performance (e.g., if Mach numbers become super-critical, you 
might want to confirm that internal Mach numbers are not excessive). 

Program AXCOM can analyze performance for known end-wall contours, or it can 
calculate one of the contours by sizing the annulus as described in ref. 2, chapter 7.  In 
the latter case, you can also smooth the calculated contour one or more times before 
switching to the more accurate fixed-contour option.  Annulus sizing is the approach used 
to apply a standard stage design as described in ref. 2, chapter 10.  Annulus sizing 
neglects stream surface curvature effects.  Fixed-contour solutions can use any of the 
normal equilibrium models described in ref. 2, chapter 7. 

This program can collect and save performance prediction results and use them to 
display or print performance maps for the compressor.  Two maps are provided, one a 
pressure or head type and the other an efficiency type.  These maps can include 
experimental performance data if available.  The map menu in the main window lets you 
select the variables to map, the curve legend (e.g., to identify alternate speeds or guide 
vane settings and plot as separate curves) and let you transfer to the Map window to load 
or edit data.  When map options are set up, the main window shows a check box to let 
you save (when checked) or not save (when unchecked) subsequent predictions in the 
map file.  On-line help describes other features you need to know. 

The program continually checks your input data and provides a status summary on 
the screen to advise you of any missing or inconsistent data.  It offers a very wide range 
of data options for viewing the input and calculated data, including both text and 
graphical presentations.  The same data can be inserted into an output file for printing.  
The program warns you if any data has been added or changed but not saved.  The 
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program has a data export capability to save data in text files in a form well suited to 
import into spreadsheet or graphics software.  A number of parameters of interest can be 
exported, as well as the data for the performance maps (if available).  Many of the figures 
in reference 2 were created using that capability. 

The easiest way to get started with program AXCOM is to load one of the sample 
problems and experiment with the various menu options while being guided by the on-
line help.  The program has a very broad range of options and capability, but all are 
rather easy to understand.  The major input data sets used will be described briefly so the 
user can anticipate what is needed to create new input files.  Note that gas 
thermodynamic equation of state data and input/output units are also required, as 
previously discussed. 
 

Case Data Input Set: The first data set loaded is called the case data.  This includes a 
title for use on output files, the number of stream surfaces from hub to shroud, the swirl 
specification type (Cθ or β), the mass flow or inlet volume flow, the rotation speed, the 
streamline curvature option (none, approximate or full, ref. 2, chapter 7) and the 
boundary layer blockage at the inlet station.  An exhaust or exit loss coefficient and 
associated boundary layer blockage can be entered to correct the overall performance for 
the exhaust system loss (ref. 2, chapter 13).  These two parameters are usually not 
independent, i.e., the exhaust loss coefficient usually depends on the blockage.  Both are 
entered so that the program can compute the exit loss consistent with the way it was 
estimated.  Then the total thermodynamic conditions and swirl parameter are entered at 
from one to five points across the annulus at the inlet station.  Data are entered as a 
function of percent distance across the annulus (last entry must be at 100%).  There is 
also an “Options” menu item in the case data window, where you can choose the options 
for boundary layer blockage (neglect, specify or calculate) and for the blade performance 
Reynolds number corrections of chapter 6 (use or suppress).  By default, the end-wall 
boundary layer analysis is used and Reynolds number corrections are suppressed. 

 
Station Data Input Set: This data set defines the end-wall contours and the blade row 

type upstream of each station (none, rotor, stator or guide vane).  If the annulus is being 
sized, only one contour is defined (you will choose which one), along with the mean 
stream surface value of Cm and the angle between the local quasi-normal and the radial 
direction to be used at each station.  The program may have both types of station data 
available if the annulus was already sized.  But, if the annulus is re-sized, the coordinates 
of one wall will be changed.  The type of data entered or edited in the station data input 
window is determined in the program’s main window by checking or unchecking the 
check box for annulus sizing. 

 
Blade Data Input Set: Blade row geometry data can be entered in any order.  

Consistency with the station data is not required.  For example, you can enter data for all 
blade rows, even if not all station data has been loaded.  Select the blade row type (rotor, 
stator or guide vane) and number (increasing sequentially from the inlet).  Any stationary 
blade not following a rotor should be identified as a guide vane.  Specify whether or not 
the blade row is shrouded (data required is different depending on this choice).  Specify 
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the number of blades and the location of maximum camber, a/c.  For unshrouded blades 
supply the tip clearance.  For shrouded blades specify the seal clearance, number of seal 
fins and the seal radius.  Choose the option for specifying blade angles (θ and γ, κ1 and θ, 
κ1 and κ2, γ and Cl0 or κ1 and Cl0) and the blade profile and camberline types (ref. 2, 
chapter 4).  Blade row geometry can be entered at up to ten radial positions.  In addition 
to the angle data, above, you enter radius, chord and thickness-to-chord ratio.  Data 
should be supplied to permit accurate interpolation over the required radius range.  
Before you can enter or edit data at radial points, you need to select the type of operation 
you want to accomplish.  You can load all data, edit or delete existing data, copy data 
from another row already loaded, import it from a program AXSTAGE input file, rotate 
the blade (adjust γ), impose a radial shift on the blade data or scale all data.  The input 
boxes for the geometry display any existing data for the selected blade row, but they are 
inactive until you select the operation you want.  Many of these options are convenience 
features for standard-stage type compressors, to minimize the need to reload geometry 
already entered for another row.  When blade data are loaded, the program defaults to the 
throat width empirical model discussed in ref. 2, chapter 4.  The program can calculate 
the throat widths precisely for greater accuracy, which is recommended.  When the throat 
widths are calculated, they are added to the input file for use on all future analyses.  
Don’t forget to recalculate them if you change the blade data set. 

 
Blockage Data Input Set: The usual practice is to compute the boundary layer 

blockage with the end-wall boundary layer analysis of chapter 8.  But, you can enter 
blockage data directly, if you select that option in the case data window.  Blockage data 
are entered at inlet and discharge stations and (optional) an interior station.  Blockage at 
other stations will be computed by linear interpolation with respect to meridional 
distance.  Data are the fraction of the annulus that is blocked by the boundary layers. 

 
Stagger Angle Adjustment Data Input Set: You can enter data specifying the change 

in stagger angle to be imposed on the values loaded in the blade data set.  The standard 
distributions of ref. 2, chapter 13 are available and offer the simplest method of entering 
variable inlet guide vane and stator data.  Adjustments can also be imposed on any blade 
row as an absolute change in stagger angle.  That is a good way to adjust rotor stagger 
angles when fine-tuning a standard stage design.  Recall that stagger angles are normally 
negative for rotors and positive for stationary rows.  You need to observe the same sign 
convention when entering your stagger angle adjustments. 
 
16.0 Program AXSTAGE 

 
Program AXSTAGE implements the axial-flow compressor stage design procedures 

described in ref. 2, chapter 10.  This program works entirely with dimensionless data to 
design an ideal stage (rotor and stator) with the option to design inlet and exit guide 
vanes also.  The stage designed is ideal in the sense that all blades are designed with the 
same hub and shroud radii and blade row losses are neglected.  Hence, the flow field is 
isentropic and there is no rigorous mass balance accomplished and no equation of state is 
used.  When the stage designed is applied in an axial-flow compressor, the hub and 
shroud contours will have to be adjusted to maintain the same basic dimensionless flow 
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field.  The most common application for this program is the design of a standard stage for 
use in industrial axial-flow compressors as described in chapter 10.  In that application, 
all stages will use identical blades, although the blade stagger angles may be adjusted to 
better match the specific applications. 

Stage performance is specified in terms of rotor inlet mean flow coefficient, work 
coefficient, reaction and swirl vortex type.  Some flexibility is available with regard to 
variation of the axial velocity through the stage and hub to shroud variation of the work 
input.  The program will generate the ideal flow field based on the performance 
specifications and fit blades to the resulting velocity triangles that will operate at 
accepted design incidence angles.  When the blade geometry has been generated and 
saved, it can be imported form this program’s input file by program AXCOM to create 
the actual standard-stage compressor design by sizing the annulus to a desired meridional 
velocity distribution through the compressor and possibly adjusting stagger angles.  This 
program will also supply detailed blade surface coordinates for drafting or 
manufacturing.  When stacking blade sections to form a complete blade, the stacking axis 
is at the center of gravity of each section. 

The program has the capability to operate in an automatic analysis mode, such that all 
calculations allowed by the available input data will be performed every time any input 
parameter is changed.  That makes parametric studies, such as those discussed in chapter 
10, rather fast and efficient.  The program can cope with most errors that may be caused 
by bad data, so this rarely fails.  But, the program can also run in manual mode if the user 
prefers to be more conservative.  The program provides substantial tabular and graphical 
output that can be viewed on the monitor screen, inserted into an output file for the 
printer or exported in a text format appropriate to import into spreadsheet or graphics 
software.  The export capability was used extensively to develop the figures in chapter 
10. 

The easiest way to become familiar with this program is to load the sample input file 
provided and experiment with the menus and design variables, using the on-line help for 
guidance.  It is a rather simple program to use and to understand.  Many other sample 
problems can be easily set up from the cases discussed in chapter 10.  There are basically 
six sets of input data required.  A brief description of the input data sets is given here to 
help the user anticipate the data required. 
 

Design Input Data Set: A title for use in output files must be entered.  Select the blade 
profile and camberline types (chapter 4) for all blades to be included.  Assign the hub, 
shroud and design radii.  The flow field and blades are generated from hub to shroud 
using the performance specifications at the design radius from the other data sets. 

 
Rotor Input Data Set: Specify the flow coefficient, work coefficient and reaction at 

the design radius and the swirl vortex type to be used.  Also specify the axial velocity 
ratio across the blade row at the design radius and ratios of the work at the hub and the 
shroud relative to the design radius work (usually these three parameters will all be unity, 
but other values can be used if considered appropriate).  The variable, K, of ref. 2, 
chapter 10 can be entered in place of work coefficient, if preferred. 
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Stator Input Data Set: Select the option to assign stator exit swirl and supply data 
needed for that option.  Exit swirl can be assigned to produce a repeating stage, assigned 
at the design radius with a vortex exponent for other radii, or flow angles for the hub, 
design and shroud radii can be assigned.  An axial velocity ratio across the blade can also 
be specified. 

 
Inlet Guide Vane Input Data Set (Optional): Essentially identical to the stator data 

except swirl is specified at the blade inlet, and the repeating stage condition is replaced 
with a no-swirl condition. 

 
Exit Guide Vane Input Data Set (Optional): Essentially identical to the stator data 

except that the repeating-stage condition is replaced with a no-swirl condition. 
 
Blade Input Data Set: Supplies specific parameters needed to select the blades for 

each blade row being designed.  The number of blades in each row is specified.  Values 
of chord and thickness-to-chord ratio are supplied at the hub, design and shroud radii.  
For parabolic-arc camberlines, the location of maximum camber, a/c, is specified.  For 
double-circular-arc blades, the ratio of the leading and trailing edge nose radii to the 
maximum thickness must be specified. 
 
17.0 Program AXDESIGN 
 

Program AXDESIGN implements the multistage axial-flow compressor aerodynamic 
design procedures described in ref. 2, chapter 11.  When the design has been generated, it 
can create a complete input file for use by program AXCOM for off-design performance 
analysis.  It can also create input files for programs B2B2D and TDB2B for selected 
blade rows and stream surfaces and program FLOW3D for selected blade rows.  That can 
be useful to obtain an internal flow analysis of blade sections or blade rows when you 
have concerns about their performance (e.g., if Mach numbers become super-critical, you 
might want to confirm that internal Mach numbers are not excessive). 

Similar to program AXSTAGE, dimensionless stage performance data are used to 
define the desired flow field and blades are designed to match the resulting velocity 
triangles.  However, it differs from program AXSTAGE in several important respects.  It 
employs an equation of state with specified inlet thermodynamic conditions and rotation 
speed to convert dimensionless performance to a dimensional flow field.  It uses 
conservation of mass to size the annulus to actually produce that flow field.  It also 
includes the effect of blade row losses while calculating the flow field to provide an 
aerodynamic performance analysis of the compressor design at the design operating 
conditions.  And, it accomplishes a complete multistage compressor design. 

When sizing the annulus, stream surface curvature effects are ignored, as discussed in 
ref. 2, chapter 7.  Also, a contour produced by annulus sizing is normally far from smooth 
enough to be acceptable.  Program AXDESIGN allows the user to smooth this contour 
and repeat the design process with fixed end-wall contours.  This will result in slight 
changes in the flow field, since conservation of mass now predicts the meridional 
velocity distribution through the compressor rather than sizing the annulus.  But the 
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blades will be designed to match the velocity triangles from this modified flow field.  
With fixed end-walls, the analysis can also include the approximate stream surface 
curvature model described in chapter 7.  When carried out in this fashion, program 
AXDESIGN and AXCOM will yield almost exactly the same predicted flow field and 
compressor performance at the design  
 
18.0 Program EXHAUST 
 

Program EXHAUST is an aerodynamic performance analysis for the exhaust 
components of axial-flow compressors (chapter 13).  It can predict the aerodynamic 
performance of exhaust diffusers, scrolls and collectors.  Exhaust diffusers are modeled 
by a modified version of the general annular passage performance analysis for centrifugal 
compressors (reference 2).  Hence, nearly any type of diffuser can be analyzed, ranging 
from simple axial diffusers to curved (90° bend) type diffusers.  The scroll and collector 
performance analysis is also based on methods of reference 2.  The performance is 
quantified in terms of total pressure loss coefficients and static pressure recovery 
coefficients for all components analyzed and for the combination of all components.  
Chapter 13 discusses the use of these performance parameters to define an exhaust loss 
coefficient to be used by program AXCOM to correct the predicted performance for 
exhaust losses.  Flow conditions on the mean stream surface are also supplied through the 
diffuser passage, including a breakdown of the loss sources (friction, diffusion and 
curvature effects). 

The input data for the exhaust diffuser includes the mass flow rate, inlet 
thermodynamic conditions and the fraction of the passage width occupied by the end-
wall boundary layers at the inlet.  The root-mean-square surface finish and the number of 
equal-spaced stations along the passage that are to be used for the analysis (minimum of 
three) are specified.  Then you supply geometry at a specified number of stations 
(minimum of two) from which the program will obtain the computation stations by 
interpolation.  The data required are the axial coordinate and radius on the mean stream 
surface and the passage hub-to-shroud width.  There is a special feature included that 
permits you to set the radius of any point other than end points to zero.  This flags the 
station as one lying in a region where axial coordinate, radius and passage width all vary 
linearly with radius.  The program will then compute intermediate stations using the end-
point data for this section.  The program has a fairly sophisticated data edit capability to 
make it easy to modify this data set.  There is also a special option that models annular 
bends using two or three input stations and assumption that the angle of the mean stream 
surface with the axial direction varies linearly between the specified stations.  Input for 
the optional scroll or collector includes the root-mean-square surface finish, the passage 
area and mean radius at the station where the flow has been fully collected, and the 
discharge flange area.  Various figures in chapter 13 illustrate the input geometry data 
required for all the components analyzed by program EXHAUST. 
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19.0 Program BLADE 

 
Program BLADE was developed specifically to validate the data and logic needed to 

model and display the standard airfoil types described in ref. 2, chapter 4 for their use in 
the various axial-flow compressor programs.  It has been included in the CompAero 
system simply because it has often proven to be quite useful in supporting design and 
analysis activity.  It can design blade sections using any of the standard airfoil types.  It 
can supply graphical displays and tabular blade surface and camberline coordinates for 
both isolated airfoils and cascade form as applied in a compressor.  It also calculates the 
throat spacing for the cascade configuration.  These data can be viewed on the monitor 
screen or sent to the printer.  The program can also export data to a text file in a format 
well suited for importing into spreadsheet or graphics software.  Many of the figures in 
reference 1 that display blade sections were created using this export function.  This 
program is very simple to use and the on-line help is quite sufficient to guide the user in 
all of its functions.  It is expected that many users will find it very informative to actually 
view blades and cascades designed with the alternate camberline and profile styles 
available. 

 
20.0 Importing and Exporting Design Data 

 

Most programs have extensive data import and export capabilities.  Import and export 
is in the form of ASCII text type format.  The source or destination of the design data 
may be any application that can supply or use this type of data file.  A common example 
is Microsoft Excel spreadsheets.  For Excel, the space delimited text file (*.prn) is the 
appropriate file type to use when importing CompAero data into Excel or in a “Save As” 
operation to provide Excel data for import into CompAero.   Export to the graphics 
application PSI-Plot by Poly Software International is another good example.  It was the 
basis for most of the figures contained in reference 1 and 2, using the (*.dat) file type 
expected by PSI-Plot. 

 

The CompAero general data export utility provides for a variety of column and line 
export styles that should support a wide variety of other application import capabilities.  
Extensive on-line help is available for guidance, but you may need to experiment some to 
meet the requirements of other applications unless their documentation is clear on this 
point. 

 

Programs BEZIER, GASPATH, FLOW3D and RIGPAC often exchange data to 
define end-wall contours via a special import and export format handled internally by 
those programs.  You can also create those data exchange files from other sources such as 
drawings, CAD or CAE applications, etc. using the following ASCII text format: 
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• On the first line, supply the number of coordinate points to be supplied to define the 
contour. 

• Starting on the second line, enter all axial-coordinates.  They can all be entered on 
one line or on several lines if you choose, but separate successive values on the same 
line with a blank space. 

• Starting on a new line, supply all radial-coordinates in the same fashion. 
 

Program RIGPAC has a number of special purpose export options (in addition to 
those described in section 12, above) that were incorporated over the years that may be 
beneficial to some users.  These include exports for Pro/Engineer, the original B2B3D 
CFD code (by Professor Dawes) and a fairly generic geometry export for 
CAD/CAE/CFD applications.  Users may want to check the online help for those export 
options to see if their content will be useful to support those types of applications. 

 
Programs AXCOM and CENCOM have a special option to export performance maps 

in files suitable for importing into Sinda/Fluint, a generalized fluid and thermal analysis 
for complex systems by C&R Technologies (http://www.crtech.com).  Note that the 
sample problems (Section 22) contain performance maps that were generated before this 
capability was added.  Hence, they lack some of the data needed for this export. 
 
21.0 Printed Output Issues and Alternatives 
 

The various programs use a common output module that lets the user view or print 
tabular or graphical output.  That module has performed flawlessly for Windows 3.1, 95, 
98, ME and 2000.  With the release of Windows XP, occasional problems have been 
encountered when printing the output files.  No problems have been encountered in the 
more common practice of viewing them on the monitor screen.  The problem is very 
unpredictable and apparently somewhat dependent on the printer in use.  Early on it was 
discovered that simply changing the printer font size and then changing it back just before 
printing would correct the problem (this can easily be done in the printed output window 
from the “Settings” menu).  Presently, that step is now simulated within the code.  That 
upgrade resolved the problem on all of my PCs, but one report has been received of this 
problem occurring even after that upgrade.  The user should make note of the manual fix in 
case it is needed.  Normally the problem can be identified from the summary listed in the 
output window indicating a number of characters per line or a number of lines per page 
much greater than what was established during the printer setup. 

 
There is also a useful alternative provided in the output window.  The tabular output can 

be saved in a plain text file (typically with the file name extender .txt).  This process 
removes the format codes used by the printed output module.  These text files can be read 
directly by various document applications such as Microsoft Word, WordPad, Notepad, etc.  
Usually the default formatting used by those applications for plain text files is sufficient 
such that no conversion activity is required.  The printed output is setup for a fixed pitch 
font (e.g., Courier or Courier New) with a font size and margins sufficient to permit at least 
eighty characters to be printed per line.  Hence, the need to adjust margins, font or font size 
remains a possibility, although no case has been encountered so far where that was 
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necessary.  This capability was included as a convenient way to archive or transmit 
important output files electronically.  But it also allows the use of the document application 
to print the tabular output files. 
 
22.0 Sample Problems 
 

When the software is installed, sample input files for the various programs are 
installed in sub-directory SAMPLES.  The sample problems for the axial-flow 
compressor programs are specific cases included in reference 2.  Centrifugal compressor 
programs sample input files are two hypothetical stage design problems referred to as 
Case #1 and Case #2.  The base name of the input files identifies these cases, e.g., 
CASE1.CEN, CASE2.CEN, etc.  Program RKMOD was not used in this process, so a 
representative sample input file SAMPLE.RK is included.  The case definitions used for 
Program SIZE are as follows: 
 
 CASE #1: single-stage air compressor stage with axial inlet and "average" surface 
finishes. 
 
  Components: full-inducer, open impeller (no splitter blades), vaned diffuser and 
elliptical volute. 
  Working fluid: air modeled as pseudo-perfect gas (any equation of state is okay -- 

this just gives minimum computer running time and is adequate). 
  Inlet Conditions: total pressure = 100 kPa, total temperature = 300oK 
  Mass flow: set the inlet flow coefficient to 0.08. 
  Tip speed: rotational Mach number = 1.15. 
  Head: total-to-total pressure ratio = 2.5. 
  Impeller diameter: 30 cm. 
  Minimum (shaft) diameter: 7 cm. 
  Maximum (casing) diameter: unspecified. 
  Performance data style: adiabatic 
 
 CASE #2: low flow coefficient stage for multi-stage process compressors with 
polished surfaces. 
 
  Components: no-inducer, covered impeller (no splitter blades), vaneless diffuser 
and return channel. 
  Working fluid: propane modeled as pseudo-perfect gas formed from one of the non-

ideal gas models (full non-ideal gas equation of state is also okay, but requires more 
computer running time). 

  Inlet Conditions: total pressure = 100 kPa, total temperature = 300oK 
  Mass flow: set the inlet flow coefficient to 0.02. 
  Tip speed: set the rotational Mach number to 0.4. 
  Head: use default head coefficient 
  Impeller diameter: 60 cm 
  Minimum (shaft) diameter: unspecified 
  Maximum (casing) diameter: unspecified. 
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  Performance data style: polytropic 
 

Most of these sample input files will be fairly self-explanatory, but a few comments 
may be of benefit.  The blade-to-blade flow input files (CASE1.B2B and CASE2.B2B) 
are for the impeller shroud stream surfaces and were created directly by Program 
FLOW3D.  The impeller curve files for Programs GASPATH or BEZIER (CASE1.BEZ 
and CASE2.BEZ) may be confusing unless the approach used is mentioned.  The original 
set of curves (created by Program SIZE) is intact.  The hub contour was copied before 
any modification.  The shroud contour, and hub and shroud blade angle distributions 
(Case #1, only) were fit with Bezier polynomial before any modification.  For Case #1, 
only the blade passage was modeled by these base curves (an option offered by Program 
SIZE).  This is useful for full-inducer impellers to maintain the blade leading and trailing 
contour coordinates firmly fixed.  Before attempting a Program FLOW3D, inlet and tip 
extensions are added to form curves denoted as "composite" curves.  By contrast, Case 
#2 included the vaneless extensions in the base curves.  The hub contour from program 
SIZE was copied before adjusting, and the shroud contour from Program SIZE was 
replaced with a circular-arc contour. 

The reader may find it useful to try one or both of these designs from the above 
specifications and compare results with those from the sample problem input files.  These 
designs were carried through to a reasonable level of quality, but both could be further 
refined.  Each design was generated in about three hours, which is much less time than 
would have been used if the designs were to actually be manufactured and tested.  About 
sixteen hours is a more typical centrifugal compressor stage design time with this design 
system.  These cases are intended only to illustrate this system. 
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TURBAERO SOFTWARE USER'S GUIDE 
 
 By Ronald H. Aungier 
 1211 Shady Hill Road 
 Greensburg, PA  15601 
 Phone: (724) 838-1223 
 Email: raungier@comcast.net 

The TurbAero software implements the axial-flow and radial-inflow turbine 
aerodynamic design and analysis systems described in a book by R. H. Aungier (ref. 1).  
Some programs are also common to the compressor aerodynamic design and analysis 
system (CompAero) and so are also described in two other books by R. H. Aungier (refs. 
2 and 3).  This description will reference specific chapters from these references to relate 
the software to the descriptions they provides.  The various design and analysis programs 
were written in Microsoft Visual Basic 5.0 for any IBM compatible PC using Microsoft 
Windows.  They have been installed and used successfully under the Microsoft Windows 
XP and Vista operating systems.   
 
Contents 
 
 1.0 Software Installation and Execution 
 2.0 Features Common to Most Programs 
 3.0 Available Aerodynamic Design and Analysis Programs 
 4.0 Program AFTSIZE 

7.0 Program AXTURB 
 6.0 Program AIRFOIL 
 7.0 Program RIFTSIZE 
 8.0 Program RIFT 
 9.0 Program RIFTNOZ 
 10.0 Programs GASPATH and BEZIER 
 11.0 Program FLOW3D 
 12.0 Programs B2B2D and TDB2B 
 13.0 Program RIGPAC 
 14.0 Program RKMOD 
 15.0 Program GASDATA 
 16.0 Program EXHAUST 
 17.0 Importing and Exporting Design Data 
 18.0 Equation of State Issues 
 19.0 Printed Output Issues and Alternatives 
 20.0 Sample Problems 
 References 
 
1.0 Software Installation and Execution 
 

Install the software by running program SETUP.EXE on the installation CD ROM 
and follow the on-screen instructions.  The program setup process will create a directory 
TURBAERO on your hard drive (unless you choose another name) containing all 
executable programs, help files and support files required and a sub-directory called 
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SAMPLES (e.g., C:\TURBAERO\SAMPLES) containing a set of sample input files for 
the various programs.   

You can run all of the software by executing program TURBAERO.EXE, from which 
you can run the other programs.  You can choose "Run" from the main menu and select 
the program that you want to execute or click the icon of the program you want to 
execute.  Alternatively, you can run the programs individually using any of the usual 
Windows approaches, such as from shortcuts, a window of shortcuts or the Windows 
Programs menu.  Program TURBAERO is just a convenient way to run them, particularly 
when alternating between several programs during the design process.  An icon file 
(TURBAERO.ICO) is installed with the software if you want to use it with a desktop 
shortcut to TURBAERO.EXE. 

On the first run of any application, you should select SetUp from the application’s 
main menu to set your printer margins, font and font size, screen font, font size and 
colors, default units, etc.  The on-line help should be more than sufficient to carry out this 
setup process.  You should note that some printer drivers impose margins external to the 
setup here to avoid printing in certain areas of the page.  You may have to experiment a 
little to get the margins you want.  The information generated during the setup process is 
stored in the Windows registry by the Windows operating system for use by all TurbAero 
applications.   
 
2.0 Features Common to Most Programs 
 

The various programs use a fairly standard Windows type File menu with the usual 
Open, Save, SaveAs and Close options.  This menu will also contain some of the most 
recent input files you have used previously.  Most programs also offer an input file input 
box, where you can type in the path and input file name directly.  Each Program uses a 
recommended file name extender.  You don’t have to follow that practice in most cases, 
but file searches will be much easier if you do.  Often when designing, one switches from 
one program to another, using the same base input file name for each with the default 
extender for each program.  When creating input files for one program for use in another, 
the default assumption is that you will be doing this, but again you can over ride the 
default if you want to. 

Except for programs BEZIER, GASPATH and RIGPAC, (which use dimensionless 
data), all programs have a general input-output units capability.  You can select the units 
you want to use from a rather large number of choices.  The TurbAero system always 
maintains a default units set, which is assumed to be the one you want when you start a 
new case.  You can set the default units from any program using the units package from 
the SetUp menu in the main window.  You can also customize the default units set from 
other programs, and you can choose different units for any particular problem.  Input-
output units are saved in all input files to be sure the correct units are used for each 
problem.  You can change the units used for a problem after input data has been entered, 
but that will not change the input data.  You will need to edit the input data if it needs to 
be converted to the new units.  When you are setting the units, the first step is to select 
the standard set that is closest to what you want (English, SI-metric, etc.).  Then you can 
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customize individual units to obtain the combination that you want.  Some units are 
derived from your selections (e.g., enthalpy from energy and mass).  The derived units 
are displayed as you make your selections.  Usually, a checkbox will be visible to permit 
you to use the selected units as the TurbAero system default set. 

The various programs that offer aerodynamic analysis employ a general ideal/non-
ideal gas equation of state package, including a gas property database currently 
containing over 100 compounds.  The process of selecting a gas or gas mixture equation 
of state will be identical in these various programs.  Several options are available: 
 
• Load Pseudo-Perfect Gas Data: Here you load the gas mole weight, specific heat, Cp, 

isentropic exponent and viscosity constants for a linear fit with temperature.  The gas is 
over-specified to permit you to approximate a real gas with this pseudo-perfect gas 
model as described in chapter 2 of refs. 1, 2 and 3 and in ref. 4. 

• Ideal/Non-Ideal Gas Database: Uses a gas property database to set up gas or gas 
mixture equation of state.  You can use an ideal gas [with Cp = Cp(T)] or one of the two 
available Redlich-Kwong non-ideal gas models. 

 

When the second option is used, you can select an option to set up a pseudo-perfect 
gas model.  The pseudo-perfect gas model offers very fast computations and the database 
makes it simple to create the model for a gas or a gas mixture.  The program calculates 
the constants that you would otherwise enter as input data under the first option.  Indeed, 
it is faster than the ideal-gas model under the second option, since it uses constant 
specific heats.  It is adequate for nearly any internal flow analysis and has been used 
quite successfully for most compressor applications.  But it is not recommended for 
turbine performance analysis applications, since it can compromise the prediction 
accuracy, particularly for operation near the vapor saturation line or with two-phase flow.  
See section 18.0 for a more complete discussion of important issues relative to fluid 
thermodynamic modeling and the equation of state.  In certain turbine applications, these 
issues can become very significant.  They can be very confusing to the user who does not 
understand them.  This typically leads to a fatal error in an analysis with no indication of 
its cause. 

A good starting point for new users is to run Program RKMOD, which performs a 
variety of thermodynamic equation-of-state calculations.  Follow the menu and screen 
instructions carefully and you should have little trouble mastering the process of setting 
up a new gas thermodynamic model.  Since it is needed so often and by so many of the 
programs, it is a good idea to understand the process early. 
 
3.0 Available Aerodynamic Design and Analysis Programs 

 
In addition toTURBAERO.EXE the following computer programs are available for 

centrifugal and axial-flow compressor aerodynamic design and analysis. 

 

• AXSIZE.EXE: an axial-flow turbine stage preliminary aerodynamic design program 
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(ref. 1, chapter 6). 
• AXTURB.EXE: an aerodynamic performance analysis for single-stage or multi-stage 

axial-flow turbines (ref. 1, chapters 4 and 5). 
• AIRFOIL.EXE: an axial-flow turbine airfoil detailed aerodynamic design program (ref. 

1, chapter 7). 
• RIFTSIZE.EXE: a radial-inflow turbine stage preliminary aerodynamic design 

program (ref. 1, chapter 10). 
• RIFT.EXE: an aerodynamic performance analysis for single-stage or multi-stage radial-

inflow turbines (ref. 1, chapter 9) 
• RIFTNOZ.EXE: a detailed aerodynamic design program for radial-inflow turbine 

nozzle rows (ref. 1, chapter 11). 
• GASPATH.EXE: a general gas path (end-wall contours and blades) design program 

(ref. 1, chapter 11 and ref. 2, chapter 7).  Primarily used for radial-inflow turbine 
impeller design. 

• FLOW3D.EXE: a quasi-three-dimensional inviscid flow field analysis (chapter 14 of 
ref. 1, chapter 12 of refs. 2 and 3) with supporting surface boundary layer analyses (ref. 
1, chapter 13, ref. 2, chapter 15 and ref. 3, chapter 5). 

• B2B2D.EXE: a two-dimensional blade-to-blade potential flow analysis (ref. 1, chapter 
13, ref. 2, chapter 13 and ref. 3, chapter 5) with supporting surface boundary layer 
analyses (ref. 1, chapter 13, ref. 2, chapter 15 and ref. 3, chapter 5). 

• TDB2B.EXE: a time-marching blade-to-blade flow analysis (ref.1, chapter 13, ref. 2, 
chapter 14 and ref. 3, chapter 5) with supporting surface boundary layer analyses (ref. 1, 
chapter 13, ref. 2, chapter 15 and ref. 3, chapter 5). 

• RKMOD.EXE: an ideal/non-ideal fluid equation-of-state package for a range of 
thermodynamic property calculations (refs. 1, 2 and 3, chapter 2).  This same equation 
of state package is used by many of the other programs. 

• GASDATA.EXE: a gas property database maintenance program to support program 
RKMOD and the other programs that use its equation of state. 

• RIGPAC.EXE: (Radial Impeller Geometry PACkage): a general geometry package 
primarily for radial-inflow turbine impellers, but suitable for other vaned components 
also.  It performs many operations and geometry calculations commonly used in 
centrifugal compressor design and implementation.  Conceptually, it is similar to 
Program GASPATH, except that it starts from known geometry (e.g., to treat existing 
component designs).  The value of this type of program is discussed in chapter 11 of 
ref. 1. 

• BEZIER.EXE: a program to generate the curves used by Program GASPATH to 
construct the end-wall contours and blades (ref. 1, chapter 11 and ref. 2, chapter 7).  It 
can be accessed directly from Program GASPATH.  But, on occasion it is convenient to 
work directly with this program for creating or refining curves just to avoid the need to 
navigate through the menu structure of Program GASPATH to get to this sub-program. 

• EXHAUST.EXE: a turbomachinery exhaust diffuser aerodynamic performance analysis 
(ref. 1, chapter 12 and ref. 3, chapter 13). 

 

Included in the distributed files is file RKDBASE.DAT, which contains gas 
thermodynamic data for over 100 compounds collected over several years.  This is 
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supplied as a courtesy to the user, who must use the data at his or her own risk.  The 
fundamental technology involved prohibits any general statement or conclusion 
regarding either its accuracy or its adequacy for the user's range of thermodynamic 
conditions.  Indeed, one function of Program RKMOD is to permit users to check 
representative calculations against other sources to evaluate the accuracy of the data and 
the equations of state for specific problems of interest.  Program GASDATA can be used 
to maintain this database, print the property data stored, add new compounds, edit 
existing data, etc. 

 
4.0 Program AFTSIZE 

 
Program AFTSIZE implements the preliminary design procedure described in ref. 1, 

chapter 6.  It uses basic design correlations and design criteria to rough out a "first cut" 
axial-flow turbine stage design.  Its purpose is to convert your design objectives into a 
viable stage configuration to provide a starting point for detailed component design 
activity.  Program AFTSIZE creates the input data files for other axial-flow turbine 
aerodynamics programs needed for the detailed stage design, including Programs 
AXTURB and AIRFOIL.  Some editing of those input files is often necessary.  Scaled 
blade thicknesses and recommended surface finish values may not be appropriate for 
manufacturing or mechanical design considerations.  With this brief introduction and the 
fairly extensive on-line help available from Program AFTSIZE, it is a fairly easy 
program to learn to use. 

 
5.0 Program AXTURB 

 
Program AXTURB provides a hub-to-shroud (multiple-streamline) aerodynamic 

performance analysis for single-stage or multi-stage axial-flow turbines using the 
procedures described in ref. 1, chapters 4 and 5.  For new designs, the initial input file for 
this program will normally be supplied by Program AFTSIZE.  Indeed, Program 
AXTURB directly supports Program AFTSIZE by supplying a basic evaluation of the 
performance potential of the preliminary stage design.  As the design progresses through 
the detailed design process, the various detailed design programs have the capability to 
continually update the input file for this program with the refined geometry data.  Users 
will have to enter all input data only for turbine stages not designed with the TurbAero 
system. The on-line help describes the input data required, including a number of pictures 
for illustration. 

This program can collect and save performance prediction results and use them to 
display or print performance maps for the turbine.  Three maps are provided: a mass-flow 
type, an efficiency type and a power type.  The map menu in the main window lets you 
select the variables to map, the curve legend (e.g., to identify alternate speed lines and 
plot them as separate curves) and let you transfer to the Map window to load or edit data, 
including test data points if available.  When map options are set up, the main window 
shows a check box to let you save (when checked) or not save (when unchecked) 
subsequent performance predictions in a map data file.  When predictions have been 
saved in the map file, they can be saved in the input file for use on future runs from the 
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current input file.  The on-line help describes other features you need to know about this 
general map capability.  It allows you to collect results from several performance 
analyses to map the complete turbine performance in a variety of common formats.  You 
can also export the map data to an ASCII text file for subsequent import to spreadsheets 
or graphics software.  For added support, the program also lets you export a variety of 
turbine-stage or overall turbine performance data to an ASCII text file for subsequent 
import to spreadsheet or graphics software.  However, this general ASCII export data is 
not saved when exiting the program.  You must export the data before exiting or it will be 
lost.  It also has a special option to export a performance map in files suitable for 
importing into Sinda/Fluint, a generalized fluid and thermal analysis for complex systems 
by C&R Technologies (see section 17.0). 

 
6.0 Program AIRFOIL 

 
Program AIRFOIL is a detailed aerodynamic design program for constant-radius 

airfoil sections to be stacked to define the axial-flow turbine blades as described in ref. 1, 
chapter 7.  It is a modification of a method proposed by Ye (ref. 5).  It uses basic inlet 
and discharge specifications from the desired velocity triangles and a series of optional 
surface reference points to define smooth airfoil shapes for the various sections.  It makes 
extensive use of interactive graphics procedures to enable the designer to develop airfoils 
consistent with the design objectives.  Usually, the original input file for this program is 
created by Program AFTSIZE.  Since control of the blade throat-width to pitch (gauging 
angle) is usually essential, alternate options are provided to semi-automate the design 
process to greatly simplify it as compared to the original reference.  Program AIRFOIL 
can create or update input data files for Programs B2B2D or TDB2B (geometry data 
portion only) to evaluate the blade loading for this airfoil section (note that this is a two-
dimensional cascade blade loading evaluation for this constant-radius section only).  You 
will need to use care in selecting the mass flow and stream sheet thicknesses used in the 
actual analysis to be sure they are consistent with each other.  If discharge static pressure 
will be specified (TDB2B, only) that is not an issue.  In general, blade loading 
evaluations close to the vapor saturation line or close to choke are not very useful or 
informative.  See section 18, below, for suggestions for dealing with those cases.  
Program AIRFOIL can also export geometry data to an ASCII text file for subsequent 
import to drafting, manufacturing, spreadsheets and graphics software.  Multiple blade 
sections can be designed and saved in a single input file, which can then be stacked to 
define the complete blade.  Program AXTURB can import the blade geometry from a 
Program AIRFOIL input file for a performance analysis after the design of all blade 
sections has been completed. 

 
7.0 Program RIFTSIZE 

 
Program RIFTSIZE implements the preliminary design procedure described in ref. 1, 

chapter 10.  It uses basic design correlations and design criteria to rough out a "first cut" 
radial-inflow turbine stage design.  Its purpose is to convert your design objectives into a 
viable stage configuration to provide a starting point for detailed component design 
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activity.  Program RIFTSIZE creates the input data files for other radial-inflow turbine 
aerodynamics programs needed for the detailed stage design, including Programs RIFT, 
RIFTNOZ, GASPATH (nozzle or impeller) B2B2D and TDB2B (nozzle) and FLOW3D 
(impeller).  Some editing of those input files is often necessary.  Estimated clearances 
and surface finish values may not be appropriate for manufacturing or mechanical design 
considerations (some editing is possible when exporting some of these input files).  With 
this brief introduction and the fairly extensive on-line help available, it is a fairly easy 
program to learn to use. 

 
8.0 Program RIFT 

 
Program RIFT provides a mean-line (one-dimensional) aerodynamic performance 

analysis for single-stage or multistage radial-inflow turbines using the procedures 
described in ref. 1, chapter 9.  For new designs, the initial input file for this program will 
normally be supplied by Program RIFTSIZE.  Indeed, Program RIFT directly supports 
Program RIFTSIZE by supplying a basic evaluation of the performance potential of the 
preliminary stage design.  As the design progresses through the detailed design process, 
the various detailed design programs have the capability to continually update the input 
file for this program with the refined geometry data.  Users will have to enter all input 
data only for turbine stages not designed with the TurbAero system.  The on-line help 
describes the input data required. 

This program can collect and save performance prediction results and use them to 
display or print performance maps for the turbine.  Two maps are provided: a mass-flow 
type and an efficiency type.  The map menu in the main window lets you select the 
variables to map, the curve legend (e.g., to identify alternate speed lines and plot them as 
separate curves) and let you transfer to the Map window to load or edit data, including 
test data points if available.  When map options are set up, the main window shows a 
check box to let you save (when checked) or not save (when unchecked) subsequent 
performance predictions in a map data file.  When predictions have been saved in the 
map file, they can be saved in the input file for use on future runs from the current input 
file.  The on-line help describes other features you need to know about this general map 
capability.  It allows you to collect results from several performance analyses to map the 
complete turbine performance in a variety of common formats.  You can also export the 
map data to an ASCII text file for subsequent import to spreadsheets or graphics 
software.  Program RIFT can also update input files for Programs B2B2D, TDB2B and 
FLOW3D to supply gas model and inlet flow data not available from the detailed design 
programs.  It also has a special option to export a performance map in files suitable for 
importing into Sinda/Fluint, a generalized fluid and thermal analysis for complex systems 
by C&R Technologies (see section 17.0). 
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9.0 Program RIFTNOZ 

 
Program RIFTNOZ is a detailed aerodynamic design program for radial-inflow 

turbine nozzle rows as described in ref. 1, chapter 11.  It uses a standard airfoil family 
adjusted to match the inlet and discharge velocity triangles.  This is the usual approach to 
nozzle detailed aerodynamic design, although Programs GASPATH and BEZIER can 
also be used for the rare cases where greater generality is needed.  The initial input file is 
normally supplied by Program RIFTSIZE, but can be created from scratch if needed.  
Program RIFTNOZ can create or update input files for Programs RIFT, B2B2D and 
TDB2B.  If gas model and inlet flow data are supplied, it can also perform a linearized 
blade-to-blade flow analysis on demand for an approximate blade loading evaluation.  It 
can also export detailed geometry data to an ASCII text file for subsequent import into 
drafting, manufacturing, spreadsheet or graphics software. 

 
10.0 Programs GASPATH and BEZIER 

 
Program GASPATH (ref. 1, chapter 11 and ref. 2, chapter 7) designs hub and shroud 

contours and blades (if present) for turbomachinery components.  Length units are optional.  
Blade angles are always specified in degrees with respect to tangent.  Program BEZIER 
generates the curves used to construct the blades and end-wall contours.  It can be run 
directly from Program GASPATH, or it can also be executed separately.  This can be 
convenient when curve generation or editing activity is your primary interest, since you do 
not have to navigate through Program GASPATH's menus to get to it.  Two input files are 
used, the basic gas path geometry file and the curve file.  The latter input file has a specific 
restriction.  Its base file name must be the same as that of the gas path geometry file, and its 
file name extender must be .BEZ so that Program GASPATH can find it.  When the curve 
file is generated through Program GASPATH using the BEZIER module, this naming 
convention is handled automatically.  But, if Program BEZIER is used to create it, the user 
must keep this naming convention in mind. 

The most common use of this program is for radial-inflow turbine impeller design, 
but it can be used for almost any component.  Program RIFTSIZE is normally used to 
create its input files.  It has provision for creating or updating geometry input files for 
Programs RIFT and FLOW3D and to create an input file for Program RIGPAC.  It also 
has a special provision for exporting the shroud contour coordinates to a file.  This data 
can then be imported into Programs FLOW3D or RIGPAC to be imposed as a new 
shroud on the base data in use by those programs.  This lets you use Program GASPATH 
to design alternate shroud contours to be used in deriving a family of impellers of various 
flow capacities or pressure ratios from a base impeller design 

Becoming familiar with Programs GASPATH and BEZIER is more difficult than the 
other programs because so many options are offered.  But the serious designer will soon 
find that every option is really needed.  Extensive on-line help is provided in these two 
programs for that reason.  Users who take the trouble to master these programs will find 
they have a very powerful design tool.  After the initial confusion is over the programs 
are actually quite easy to use. 
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The program can design 4 blade types: 

 
• 2D axial-element blades whose mean camberline is composed of axial line elements.  

You design a single blade angle distribution as a function of radius.  These blade angles 
lie in a radial surface.  The distribution must include the entire radial domain where 
blades exist. 

• 2D radial-element blades whose mean camber line is composed of radial line elements.  
You design a single blade angle distribution as a function of the axial coordinate and for 
a specified radius.  These blade angles lie in the constant radius surface and must 
include the entire axial domain where blades exist. 

• 3D straight-line element blades whose mean camber line is composed of straight-line 
elements connecting specified points along the hub and shroud camberlines.  You 
design the hub and shroud surface blade angle distributions.  These blade angles lie in 
the hub and shroud surfaces, defined as a function of dimensionless (0 to 1) meridional 
distance. 

• General 3D or sculpted blades, which are defined as a modification to the third blade 
type. 
 
Ref. 1, chapter 11, section 11.2 provides relationships between the blade angle and 

polar angle for the first three blade types.  The component geometry is constructed from 
curves defining the hub and shroud contours, blade camberline angle and blade thickness 
distributions.  The curves are designed in a separate program module (BEZIER).  They 
are saved in a curve file for use in constructing the component geometry.  Curve design is 
independent from the gas path design.  You label each curve and use these labels to select 
curves you want to use to construct the component gas path.  Curve construction options 
include: 

 
• Bernstein-Bezier polynomial curves (most general option). 
• Specify individual data point coordinates along the curve. 
• Use the largest circular-arc that matches specified end points and slopes (a line 

segment is added at one end, if needed, to complete the curve). 
• Use a three-point spline fit of end points and slopes and one interior point. 
• Use a 3rd order polynomial that matches specified end points and slopes. 
• Composite curves formed by joining two or more other existing curves. 
• Fit a Bernstein-Bezier polynomial curve to any existing curve of a different type. 

 
The options three through five allow straight-line segments ending at the end-points to 

be included.  The last option is particularly useful for converting initial curves supplied by 
Program RIFTSIZE to a form more readily modified to refine the preliminary design.  You 
will select specific curves from the curve file for the contours and distributions that define 
the component geometry.  Curves are numbered sequentially as you create them.  Selecting 
a curve defines the curve number to be used.  Subsequent editing of curves won't affect 
your selection.  But if you delete curves (hence, changing numbers), you must reselect 
curves. 
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The normal sequence of gas path design steps is: 

 
• Specify the basic design data (case title, number of blades, etc.) 
• Develop the curve file you want for the design. 
• Select the curves you want from the curve file. 
• Construct the component geometry and evaluate. 
• Edit the curve file, design data and/or curve selection to refine the design. 
 
Specific considerations with respect to the hub and shroud contour design are: 

 
• For all contour curves, you specify a data point distribution along the curve where 

specific coordinates are calculated and saved in the curve file.  The number of data 
points used on the hub and shroud contours must be the same.  These points are the 
quasi-normal end points for the gas path.  For 3D blades, the straight-line elements of 
the blade camber surface lie in the quasi-normal surfaces. 

• When candidate hub and shroud curves both exist, use the curve edit option to edit two 
curves at once.  Then the plots provided show both curves on the screen to better guide 
their refinement.  Tables of coordinates, slopes, curvatures and passage area data are 
very useful in evaluating these curves while in module BEZIER. 

 
Specific considerations relative to blade design are: 

 
• Blades must start and end on quasi-normals (not necessarily the first and last ones).  At 

some point, you must specify the quasi-normal numbers for the blade leading and 
trailing edges.  This is done by editing the basic design data.  The program will remind 
you to do this when hub, shroud and blade angle distributions have all been selected.  If 
you change the number of quasi-normals (curve data points), revise these. 

• For 2D axial-element blades, there is a special option for a camberline constructed with 
up to two circular- arcs rather than using the curve file. 

• Remember that design blade angles are different for the 3 blade types.  For 2D axial-
element, they lie in a radial plane.  For 2D radial-element, they lie in a constant 
(specified) radius surface.  For 3D blades, they lie in the hub and shroud meridional 
surfaces.  Also, remember 3D blade angle distributions are a function of dimensionless 
meridional distance (0 to 1). 

• Blade thickness distributions are specified as a function of dimensionless blade 
camberline length (0 - 1).  For 3D blades, it is specified on both hub and shroud and 
varies linearly along quasi-normals.  For 2D blades one distribution is used, which is 
applied to all stream surfaces.  You can use the curve file to create the thickness 
distributions or use a special option for constant thickness blades with a linear taper 
near the leading edge.  When you need a more general thickness distribution for 2D 
blades, you may find it useful to complete the design and export it to program RIGPAC 
for final adjustment, since that program of offers more flexibility in thickness 
distributions on 2D blades. 
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Program GASPATH can create or update geometry data for input files for Programs 
RIFT, FLOW3D and RIGPAC.  It can also export geometry data to an ASCII text file for 
subsequent import to drafting, manufacturing, spreadsheet or graphics software. 

 
11.0 Program FLOW3D 

 
Program FLOW3D provides a quasi-three-dimensional internal flow analysis and 

supporting end-wall and blade surface boundary layer calculations (ref. 1, chapter 14 and 
refs. 2 and 3, chapter 12).  Program FLOW3D is used for radial-inflow turbine impeller 
design (ref. 1) and centrifugal compressor impeller design (ref. 2).  In that role, it is a 
primary evaluation tool for the gas path design generated by Program GASPATH.  When 
used in impeller design, its geometry input file data will normally be generated (and 
updated) by Program GASPATH.  Program RIFT has the capability to supply all other 
input data required for an impeller analysis with this program.  So, you will basically 
have no need to create or edit input files for this program when designing impellers.  It 
has been extended to include axial-flow compressor applications, but most of its blade 
geometry options are primarily suited for impellers.  Users rarely need to create or edit 
input files for this program, since other programs usually supply them.  This program 
can, in turn, provide an input file for the more exact blade-to-blade flow analyses 
programs B2B2D and TDB2B on individual stream surfaces after the quasi-three-
dimensional flow analysis is completed.  That may be useful to confirm that the 
linearized blade-to-blade flow analysis used in program FLOW3D has achieved 
acceptable accuracy.  The blade types it considers are 

 

• Three-dimensional camberlines formed by straight-line elements from hub to shroud. 
• Two-dimensional camberlines formed by axial-line elements from hub to shroud. 
• Two-dimensional camberlines formed by radial-line elements from hub to shroud. 
• General three-dimensional camberline blades. 
• Standard axial-flow compressor airfoil sections stacked in the radial direction. 

 

The first three types are common blade constructions used in radial-inflow turbines 
and centrifugal compressors.  The fourth is quite general, but also quite difficult to define 
without a separate blade design system, but certainly possible.  Programs GASPATH and 
RIGPAC provide that capability for radial-inflow turbines and centrifugal compressors.  
The fifth type is directly relevant to axial-flow compressors.  Indeed, the fifth type is just 
a built-in preprocessor that generates input data for the fourth type, using standard blade 
sections of ref. 3, chapter 4. 

Input data for the fourth type are entered on a series of stream surfaces spaced across 
the passage.  Stream surfaces can be spaced at specified fractional distances or fractional 
areas between the hub and shroud, or they can be constant radius surfaces.  The data 
supplied on these surfaces are the normalized stream-wise distance from the leading 
edge, polar angles and blade thicknesses.  The on-line help describes the data 
requirements, but providing the data without support from a blade design system is 
obviously difficult. 
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It is not very difficult to create an input file for the axial-flow compressor blade 
option.  The blade is defined by supplying blade sections at a series of radii using 
specifications similar to the previous discussion for the blade-to-blade flow analysis 
programs.  But most users will find it much easier to set up the basic problem in program 
AXCOM, run that analysis and then export a program FLOW3D input file.  That will 
supply the geometry and all other input data required for program FLOW3D. 

A keyboard input and edit capability is included, of course.  You may need to use this 
for components other than impellers or for existing impellers not designed by the 
TurbAero design and analysis system.  In many cases, you may find it more convenient to 
model existing components in Program RIGPAC, which accepts a wide range of 
geometry input options and basically performs all of the functions of Program 
GASPATH for existing geometry.  Program RIGPAC can set up an input file for this 
program to give you a simpler entry into the TurbAero system for existing designs. 

When running Program FLOW3D, two or more streamwise stations (quasi-normals) 
should be located upstream and downstream of the blade passage.  So, include vaneless 
upstream and downstream extensions in Programs GASPATH or RIGPAC before 
generating or updating an input file for this program. 

Program FLOW3D can also perform two basic design functions, both intended to 
develop alternate shroud contours for the resident gas path design.  These functions are 
often used to generate a family of impellers having different flow capacities or pressure 
rations from the same basic design.  One option is to impose a change in the annulus 
gross area (i.e., neglecting blade metal blockage) before conducting the flow analysis.  
You specify the fractional area changes at the blade leading and trailing edges and at mid 
passage to do this.  The other is to perform a flow cut, which simply locates the 
streamline in the flow field for which a specified fraction of the total mass flow lies 
between it and the hub contour.  This streamline would then be the new shroud contour 
for the reduced flow capacity impeller. 

When alternate shroud contours are generated in Program FLOW3D, they can be 
exported to a file for subsequent import into Program RIGPAC.  Similarly, alternate 
shroud contours previously exported from Programs GASPATH or RIGPAC can be 
imported into Program FLOW3D to be imposed as an alternate shroud contour on the 
resident input file geometry.  When this is done, the alternate contour is saved in the 
input file so the import is done only once.  When the analysis is complete, Program 
FLOW3D can create input files for one of the more precise blade-to-blade flow programs 
(B2B2D or TDB2B) for a final and more rigorous check on the blade loading.  This can 
be done for any of the stream surfaces included in the quasi-three-dimensional flow 
analysis. 

For the rare cases where input data will be loaded directly, a brief description of the 
data required will be given so the user will no what to expect.  You will specify the number 
of streamwise stations (quasi-normals), stream surfaces, quasi-normal numbers at the blade 
leading and trailing edges and the number of full-length blades.  You can specify one set of 
splitter blades, in which case you will specify the meridional locations of the splitter blade 
leading edge for both the hub and shroud contour expressed as a fraction of the meridional 
length of the full-length blades.  You will enter the angle corresponding to the direction of 
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rotation (or positive swirl, if not rotating).  The program uses this to set its blade angle 
convention, so define it in the angle convention you will use in your geometry input data 
(e.g., for impellers with blade angles with respect to tangent, enter 180o).  The blade type is 
specified (the same blade types as used by Program GASPATH can be used).  If using 3D 
ruled surface blades, the hub and shroud leading edge polar angles must be supplied to 
properly orient the blade.  You will enter the mass flow rate, rotation speed and inlet 
conditions (total temperature, total pressure and either swirl velocity or flow angle).  The 
inlet conditions can be entered as a single (constant) condition or as profiles.  The axial 
(origin arbitrary) and radial coordinates for all quasi-normals on both the hub and shroud 
contours is required. 

The blade data required is always blade angle (using the blade angle convention 
discussed above) and blade thickness.  For 3D ruled surface blades, they are entered for 
both the hub and shroud at all quasi-normals in the blade passage, and the blade angles 
are measured in the stream surfaces defined by those contours.  For 2D blades, data are 
entered as a function of the relevant independent coordinate (axial coordinate for radial 
element blades or radial coordinate for axial-element blades) and the blade angles are 
measured in the surface defined by that coordinate.  Equations (7-1) of ref. 1 provide 
these definitions in analytical form for these three blade types.  For radial element blades, 
you will also have to specify the radius at which your data apply.  A special option is 
available to handle standard axial-flow compressor airfoil sections stacked in the radial 
direction. 

The standard input/output units and gas equation of state packages are employed, but 
the analysis will use only the pseudo-perfect gas model.  You will still have the 
convenience offered by the gas property database, but in the interest of practical 
computation speed, the full non-ideal gas model is not available.  To permit running the 
axisymmetric, three-dimensional hub and shroud boundary layer analysis you will need to 
give information regarding portions of the end-walls that are rotating, force defect terms, 
etc. which should be easily handled by the on-screen guidance given.  This boundary layer 
analysis is described in ref. 1, chapter 15 but was subsequently revised in ref. 2, chapter 12  

 
12.0 Programs B2B2D and TDB2B 

 
These two blade-to-blade flow analysis programs can all be run using the same input 

file.  There is one precaution required.  Program B2B2D is a two-dimensional potential 
flow method (ref. 1, chapter 13, ref. 2, chapter 13 and ref. 3, chapter 5) suitable for 
subsonic and slightly transonic Mach number levels.  Program TDB2B is a general time-
marching method (ref. 1, chapter 13, ref. 2, chapter 14 and ref. 3, chapter 5), suitable for 
any Mach number level.  Due to its significantly longer computer running times, it is 
normally only used when Program B2B2D simply can't handle the Mach number levels 
involved.  Also because of the longer running times, Program TDB2B has a provision to 
create a restart file from which an analysis that has been terminated can be restarted from 
the point where it left off.  These issues are no longer very significant for modern PCs, 
which are generally fast enough to accomplish the analysis with quite reasonable 
computer running times. 
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The most common use of the two-dimensional programs is for nozzle blade loading 
evaluation (for program RIFTNOZ) and for a final blade loading evaluation for impellers 
to be sure the linearized method used in Program FLOW3D achieved sufficient accuracy.  
It is also useful for two-dimensional cascade blade loading evaluations for constant-
radius airfoil sections designed by program AIRFOIL.  In these roles, the input files are 
usually created (totally or at least in part) by those programs that they support.  Both 
programs offer a blade surface boundary layer analysis (ref. 1. chapter 13; ref. 2, chapter 
15; ref. 3, chapter 5). 

For cases where it is necessary to create input files directly from the keyboard, a brief 
description of the input data will be provided so the user will know what to expect.  Stream 
sheet and blade geometry are input at a specified number of streamwise points.  The point 
numbers corresponding to the leading and trailing edges must be specified.  The number of 
computational streamwise points and the point numbers corresponding to the leading and 
trailing edges must also be specified.  This is the only "tricky" part.  The analyses use 
computational stations equal spaced in the meridional direction.  This fact, together with the 
number of computational stations placed upstream and downstream of the blade passage 
dictate the meridional distances upstream and downstream of the blade passages where 
stream sheet data must be supplied.  Users must be careful that their input data extends at 
least that far so that computational stations can be located by interpolation. 

The blade angle convention setting technique discussed for Program FLOW3D is used 
here also.  One set of splitter blades can be included.  If splitters are included, the leading 
and trailing edge meridional locations must be specified as a fraction of the meridional 
length of the full-length blades.  For the number of streamwise geometry input points 
specified, the axial coordinates, radial coordinates, stream sheet thickness, blade mean 
camberline angle and blade thickness are all supplied (blade data entered as zeros outside 
the blade passage).  The blade angles are measured in the stream surface.  Inlet total 
pressure and total temperature are supplied.  The blade speed and the inlet absolute 
tangential velocity are entered along with a radius at which they apply.  This approach is 
needed since the upstream boundary of the computational domain is calculated rather than 
specified by the input data.  The inlet mass flow (or discharge static pressure where needed 
for Program TDB2B, only) are supplied.  The standard input/output units and gas equation 
of state packages are employed, but Program TDB2B requires use of the pseudo-perfect gas 
model only.  That is an excellent model so long as the inlet conditions are not too close to 
the vapor saturation line.  You will still have the convenience offered by the gas property 
database, but in the interest of practical computation speed, the full non-ideal gas model is 
not available. 

For use in qualifying these analyses and to support program AIRFOIL, an alternate 
input style is included to handle axial-flow style blades.  Basically, it involves entering 
(x, y) coordinates on the two blade surfaces and at the center of the blade leading and 
trailing edge "nose" radii, where x is measured along the blade chord and y is normal to 
it.  A blade chord setting angle with the axial direction completes this specification.  
Should the user want to use this, this discussion plus the on-line help available should be 
sufficient.  The program also accepts the standard axial-flow compressor blades of ref. 3, 
chapter 4. 
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13.0 Program RIGPAC 
 
Program RIGPAC (an acronym for Radial Impeller Geometry PACkage) is a general 

geometry package to compute and manipulate geometry for general vaned components.  
Basically, it performs functions for existing designs that the designer would obtain from 
Program GASPATH for new designs.  As mentioned previously, this is often an entry point 
into the TurbAero design and analysis system for an existing design.  Some functions 
performed by Program RIGPAC are very difficult to perform manually from a basic 
drawing (e.g., throat area and blade angle calculations).  This program can model the same 
four blade types as Program GASPATH, but the geometry can be entered in several 
different ways to better accommodate the specific data the user has available.  Specifically, 
the blade geometry can be entered in the following forms: 

 
• Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) of points on the two blade surfaces. 
• Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) on the blade camberline and the blade thickness. 
• Axial and radial coordinates (z, r), the camberline blade angle and the blade thickness.  

Note that the blade angle is defined in the surface of the contour being entered 
regardless of the blade type. 

• Axial and radial coordinates (z, r), the camberline polar angle and the blade thickness. 
• Axial and radial coordinates (z, r) and the blade thickness along with specifications for 

a 2D axial-element blade with a circular-arc camberline. 
 
For 3D blades the data are specified on the hub and shroud surfaces.  For 2D blades 

they are specified on the longer of these two surfaces (normally the hub) and only (z, r) 
coordinates for the other surface.  There is an option to specify a thickness distribution on 
both hub and shroud for 2D blades if more flexibility is needed.  From these basic 
specifications, the program inserts a specified number of equal area stream surfaces and 
computes all blade geometry on the stream surfaces that bound them. 

Program RIGPAC also plays an important role in new designs.  After the basic 
geometry is constructed, the Program will perform a number of "operations" to modify it 
without changing the original geometry data, including 

 
• Impose a new shroud contour (which can be imported from a file previously 
exported from it or from Programs FLOW3D or GASPATH). 
• Trim the blade tip diameter. 
• Trim the blade inlet (leading edge). 
• Scale all geometry. 
• Impose a new shroud to change the gross area (the same function previously discussed 
for Program FLOW3D). 
• Smooth an end-wall contour. 
• Set blade trailing edge radii for 3D blades. 
• Reverse the direction of rotation. 
• Define inlet or discharge vaneless extensions. 
• Rotate geometry to a new polar angle orientation. 
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Although not an "operation" a useful modification can be accomplished through the 
program's blade geometry edit capability.  One can add an additional quasi-normal at the 
blade trailing edge, which will cause the program to extend the blade while maintaining a 
constant blade angle.  In combination with the operation to change the passage gross area, 
this makes it very easy to add additional blade stock to the basic design, as is usually 
desired when ordering a casting pattern.  The many modifications possible usually makes it 
useful to end the design process using this program.  Program GASPATH can all create an 
input file for this program to simplify the process. 

After all operations are complete, Program RIGPAC can perform any of the following 
functions: 

 
• Create another input file for itself with the final geometry using any of the available 
blade geometry input options (removes most of the operations and makes them 
permanent). 
• Create or update component geometry data for Program FLOW3D input files. 
• Export the final hub or shroud contour coordinates and blade data to files for 
subsequent importing into itself or into Programs FLOW3D and BEZIER. 
 

14.0 Program RKMOD 
 
Program RKMOD is a general idea/non-ideal fluid equation-of-state package (chapter 

2 of refs. 1, 2 and 3 and ref. 4) for single-phase and mixtures of fluids using data from the 
gas property database.  Simplified versions of this equation of state package are used in 
the various compressor design and analysis programs.  Programs FLOW3D and TDB2B 
use a version restricted to the pseudo-perfect gas model (refs. 1, 2 and 3, chapter 2).  In 
addition to its primary purpose of computing fluid properties, Program RKMOD provides 
valuable support to the overall TurbAero design and analysis system.  It provides a means 
to evaluate the accuracy of gas property data and an equation of state by comparing gas 
property predictions against other data sources the user may choose to use as a 
"standard".  To simplify this type of comparison, the program lets you assign reference 
point values of enthalpy and entropy for specified temperature and pressure to establish 
the same enthalpy-entropy reference as used by the "standard.”  It also lets you check to 
confirm the flow is free of liquid for the internal flow analysis programs (FLOW3D, 
B2B2D and TDB2B) which require gas-phase flow only. 

Three basic equation-of-state options are available: 
 

• Ideal gas with temperature-dependent specific heats. 
• The classical Redlich-Kwong non-ideal fluid equation of state. 
• Aungier's modified Redlich-Kwong non-ideal fluid equation of state. 

 
Program RKMOD performs the following specific functions: 

 
• Creates tables of thermodynamic property data as a function of two specified 

thermodynamic parameters. 
• Computes adiabatic head and efficiency from inlet and discharge conditions. 
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• Computes polytropic head and efficiency from inlet and discharge conditions. 
• Computes discharge conditions from adiabatic head and efficiency and inlet 

conditions. 
• Computes discharge conditions from polytropic head and efficiency and inlet 

conditions. 
• Computes pseudo-perfect gas constants from specified total thermodynamic 

conditions and the corresponding sonic flow conditions (ref 1., section 2.7 and ref 2., 
section 2.9). 

• Performs equilibrium flash (liquid knockout) calculations (ref 1., section 2.11) 
• Creates tables of approximate liquid-phase property data (ref 1., section 2.10). 
• Converts relative humidity to mole fraction of water to assist in forming humid gas 

mixtures. 
 
Within the limits of the liquid-phase approximate models used, Program RKMOD 

will predict properties for gas-phase, liquid-phase and two-phase fluids.  In principle, the 
non-ideal fluid equations of state can be applied directly to all fluid phases (indeed, this 
must be done for the equilibrium flash calculation).  But, the approximate liquid phase 
models are a more reliable approach.  And that approach is also consistent with the 
simplified equation-of-state packages used in other TurbAero design and analysis 
programs.  So, if Program RKMOD indicates your problem is a valid gas-phase case, the 
other programs will be in agreement. Note that the viscosity model included is valid for 
gas-phase flow only. 

 
15.0 Program GASDATA 

 
Program GASDATA is a maintenance program for the gas thermodynamic property 

database file (RKDBASE.DAT).  It performs the following basic functions: 
 

• Lets you edit the property data in the input/output units you prefer. 
• Lets you add additional component property data in the input/output units you prefer. 
• Lets you form new components as mixtures of existing components. 
• Lets you delete components from the data base. 
• Lets you view or print the property data in the input/output units you prefer. 
• Lets you rearrange the order of components in the data base (currently, they are in 

alphabetical order). 
• Lets you save the data base under another file name (for back up). 

 
File RKDBASE.DAT is an ASCII (text) file that can be viewed and modified in any 

text editor or word processor if you prefer.  To do that, a few features need to be 
understood.  First, line 1 of the file contains the number of components for which data are 
included in the database (currently over 100).  For each component the property data 
consists of three lines of data entered as follows: 

 
• Line 1: The component name, 20 character maximum, in quotation marks. 
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• Line 2: Five variables separated by a space or comma. 
 

• Molecular weight 
• Critical temperature (oK). 
• Critical pressure (atm). 
• Critical compressibility factor. 
• Acentric factor. 

 
• Line 3: Four constants (A, B, C, D), separated by a space or a comma, for a curve fit of 

specific heat at constant pressure (cal/gm/oK) conforming to the following equation (T 
in oK). 

 
  32 )1000/()1000/()1000/()( TDTCTBATcp +++=

 
16.0 Program EXHAUST 

 
Program EXHAUST is an aerodynamic performance analysis for the turbine exhaust 

components (ref 1, chapter 12 and ref 3. chapter 13).  It can predict the aerodynamic 
performance of exhaust diffusers, scrolls and collectors.  Exhaust diffusers are modeled 
by a modified version of the general annular passage performance analysis for centrifugal 
compressors (ref. 2).  Hence, nearly any type of diffuser can be analyzed, ranging from 
simple axial diffusers to curved (90° bend) type diffusers.  The scroll and collector 
performance analysis is also based on methods of reference 2.  The performance is 
quantified in terms of total pressure loss coefficients and static pressure recovery 
coefficients for all components analyzed and for the combination of all components. 

The input data for the exhaust diffuser includes the mass flow rate, inlet 
thermodynamic conditions and the fraction of the passage width occupied by the end-
wall boundary layers at the inlet.  The root-mean-square surface finish and the number of 
equal-spaced stations along the passage that are to be used for the analysis (minimum of 
three) are specified.  Then you supply geometry at a specified number of stations 
(minimum of two) from which the program will obtain the computation stations by 
interpolation.  The data required are the axial coordinate and radius on the mean stream 
surface and the passage hub-to-shroud width.  There is a special feature included that 
permits you to set the radius of any point other than end points to zero.  This flags the 
station as one lying in a region where axial coordinate, radius and passage width all vary 
linearly with radius.  The program will then compute intermediate stations using the end-
point data for this section.  The program has a fairly sophisticated data edit capability to 
make it easy to modify this data set.  There is also a special option that models annular 
bends using two or three input stations and assumption that the angle of the mean stream 
surface with the axial direction varies linearly between the specified stations.  Input for 
the optional scroll or collector includes the root-mean-square surface finish, the passage 
area and mean radius at the station where the flow has been fully collected, and the 
discharge flange area.  Various figures in chapter 13 illustrate the input geometry data 
required for all the components analyzed by program EXHAUST. 
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17.0 Importing and Exporting Design Data 

 

Most programs have extensive data import and export capabilities.  Import and export 
is in the form of ASCII text type format.  The source or destination of the design data 
may be any application that can supply or use this type of data file.  A common example 
is Microsoft Excel spreadsheets.  For Excel, the space delimited text file (*.prn) is the 
appropriate file type to use when importing TurbAero data into Excel or in a “Save As” 
operation to provide Excel data for import into TurbAero.   Export to the graphics 
application PSI-Plot by Poly Software International is another good example.  It was the 
basis for most of the figures contained in reference 1, 2 and 3, using the (*.dat) file type 
expected by PSI-Plot. 

 

The TurbAero general data export utility provides for a variety of column and line 
export styles that should support a wide variety of other application import capabilities.  
Extensive on-line help is available for guidance, but you may need to experiment some to 
meet the requirements of other applications unless their documentation is clear on this 
point. 

 

Programs BEZIER, GASPATH, FLOW3D and RIGPAC often exchange data to 
define end-wall contours via a special import and export format handled internally by 
those programs.  You can also create those data exchange files from other sources such as 
drawings, CAD or CAE applications, etc. using the following ASCII text format: 

 

• On the first line, supply the number of coordinate points to be supplied to define the 
contour. 

• Starting on the second line, enter all axial-coordinates.  They can all be entered on 
one line or on several lines if you choose, but separate successive values on the same 
line with a blank space. 

• Starting on a new line, supply all radial-coordinates in the same fashion. 
 
Program RIGPAC has a number of special purpose export options (in addition to 

those described in section 13, above) that were incorporated over the years that may be 
beneficial to some users.  These include exports for Pro/Engineer, the original B2B3D 
CFD code (by Professor Dawes). It also offers an impeller geometry export for the 
CAE/CAD application SolidWorks.  This is a fairly generic geometry export which may 
be useful for other CAD/CAE/CFD applications.  Users may want to check the online 
help for that export option to see if its content may be useful to support those types of 
applications. 

 
Programs AXTURB and RIFT have a special option to export performance maps in 

files suitable for importing into Sinda/Fluint, a generalized fluid and thermal analysis for 
complex systems by C&R Technologies (http://www.crtech.com).  Note that the sample 
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problems (Section 20) contain performance maps that were generated before this 
capability was added.  Hence, they lack some of the data needed for this export. 

 
18.0 Equation of State Issues 

 
Turbine aerodynamic design and analysis occasionally involves special issues relative 

to fluid thermodynamic modeling and the equation of state that are almost never 
encountered in compressors.  Unlike compressors, turbines may operate very close to the 
vapor saturation line or even encounter two-phase flow.  While the compression process 
tends to move downstream conditions away from the saturation line, the expansion 
process may do the opposite.  This is a realistic condition that must be addressed in a 
performance analysis.  Programs AXTURB, AFTSIZE, RIFT, RIFTSIZE and RKMOD 
use a rather complete equation of state model capable of operation with two-phase flow 
present.  But the other design and analysis programs are limited to gas-phase flows only.  
In principle, the user need only avoid using those programs in the two-phase flow or 
“wet” region.  Program RKMOD can list vapor saturation line data so you can check for 
this.  But that may not be sufficient to avoid all problems.  Many programs involve 
iterative numerical analysis to converge on an appropriate solution.  Depending on the 
accuracy of the initial guess used to start the analysis, it is quite possible for the solution 
to drift into the wet region while the solution is far from convergence.  If that occurs, the 
user may encounter a fatal error and have no indication of why it occurred.  The usual 
cause is that program attempted a calculation using a specific volume close to zero, 
which raised a fatal error of some type. 

 
This can be particularly troublesome when designing a component that operates very 

close to the vapor saturation line.  Often inviscid internal flow analysis is needed for 
blade design using programs FLOW3D, B2B2D or TDB2B to evaluate blade loadings.  
These are all vulnerable to excursions into the wet region while the solution is far from 
convergence.  Programs FLOW3D and TDB2B also employ the pseudo-perfect gas 
model in all cases.  As pointed out in section 2.0, that model is often not appropriate for 
turbines, particularly for components operating with a non-ideal gas very close to the 
vapor saturation line.  In those cases, the compressibility factor can change dramatically 
through the component, such that there is no pseudo-perfect gas model suitable to 
approximate the problem throughout the solution domain.  The risk increases as the 
expansion increases, with analyses of components close to choke being particularly 
vulnerable.  But in almost all cases a small change in state point conditions from 
conditions very close to the vapor saturation line usually results in a large change in 
compressibility factor. 

 
There are steps you can take when internal flow analysis near the vapor saturation line 

is necessary.  First, do not attempt to design your blades for operating conditions near 
choke.  That is not good practice anyway, since blade loading predictions will not be very 
accurate or even very useful for those cases.  Alternatively, do your internal flow 
evaluations for flow rates less than choke.  But the most appropriate approach for cases 
close to the saturation line is to use the principle of similitude (ref. 1, chapters 1 and 8) to 
analyze an “equivalent” condition that is not too close to the vapor saturation line.  
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Typically, Mach-number similarity is used to define a mass flow and speed that yields 
equivalent inlet conditions for the revised state point.  Reynolds number and volume ratio 
effects may compromise the equivalence obtained, but this may be your only option to 
accomplish a meaningful analysis. 

 
Often engineers may employ a commercial viscous CFD code to address problems not 

adequately modeled by conventional aerodynamic analysis techniques.  That approach will 
be of doubtful value in this case, since commercial CFD codes are very unlikely to offer 
thermodynamic models sufficient for this purpose.  Indeed, most commercial CFD codes 
are very inferior to the TurbAero internal flow analysis codes in this respect. 

 
19.0 Printed Output Issues and Alternatives 

 
The various programs use a common output module that lets the user view or print 

tabular or graphical output.  That module has performed flawlessly for Windows 3.1, 95, 
98, ME and 2000.  With the release of Windows XP, occasional problems have been 
encountered when printing the output files.  No problems have been encountered in the 
more common practice of viewing them on the monitor screen.  The problem is very 
unpredictable and apparently somewhat dependent on the printer in use.  Early on it was 
discovered that simply changing the printer font size and then immediately changing it back 
(just so the code will recognize something was changed) just before printing would correct 
the problem (this can easily be done in the printed output window from the “Settings” 
menu).  A fairly simple upgrade was incorporated which simply simulates that manual fix 
within the code.  That upgrade resolved the problem on all of my PCs.  But one report has 
been received of this problem occurring even after that upgrade was accomplished.  The 
user should make note of the manual fix in case it is ever needed.  Often the problem could 
be anticipated from the summary listed in the output window indicating a number of 
characters per line or a number of lines per page much greater than what was established 
during the printer setup. 

 
There is also a useful alternative provided in the output window.  The tabular output can 

be saved in a plain text file (typically with the file name extender .txt).  This process 
removes the format codes used by the printed output module.  These text files can be read 
directly by various document applications such as Microsoft Word, WordPad, Notepad, etc.  
Usually the default formatting used by those applications for plain text files is sufficient 
such that no conversion activity is required.  The printed output is setup for a fixed pitch 
font (e.g., Courier or Courier New) with a font size and margins sufficient to permit at least 
eighty characters to be printed per line.  Hence, the need to adjust margins, font or font size 
remains a possibility, although no case has been encountered so far where that was 
necessary.  This capability was included as a convenient way to archive or transmit 
important output files electronically.  But it also allows the use of the document application 
to print the tabular output files as an alternative should the user encounter the problem 
described in the previous paragraph. 
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20.0 Sample Problems 

 
When the software is installed, sample input files for the various programs are 

installed in sub-directory SAMPLES.  The sample problems are specific cases included 
in reference 1.  Program RKMOD was not used in this process, so a representative 
sample input file SAMPLE.RK is also included. 
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Further Help 
 
 
For further help in resolving any difficulties or questions regarding any Flexware® 
program, first obtain the latest information at the Flexware® web page:  
 
http://www.flexwareinc.com   
 
Otherwise, contact the Flexware® Service and Sales office at: 
 

 
Flexware, Inc. 
P.O. Box 110 
Grapeville, PA 15634-0110 
U. S. A. 
 

 Phone:      (724) 527-3911 
 Fax:      (724) 527-5701 
 E-mail:     techserv@flexwareinc.com 
 
 
Please have your software serial number available prior to calling.  The number can be 
found in the product literature, or on the Hasp key attached to your computer. 
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